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*VOTERS SWINGING TOWARD
Returns From Primary Election Prove Revealing

proved revealing after last
week's election: These t w o
lines of voters were caught

I:0W DID THEY VOTE? —
eturns from heavily poputed Negro voting places

r

late in the evening, the one
at left at Precinct 48, voting
at Hamilton High school, the

other at 29-2 in Orange Mound.
Local Republicans are saying
that their record vote here

Thursday is the start of a
switch by Negroes that means
a landslide for their party in

November. Republicans appal.ently got a larger Negro vote

In this Democratic county than
did Democrats. If the county

vote Is left out this Is a cer. k
tainty„

Supporters, Workers of CP Slate
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°School Principal Dies Suddenly
Viourn Loss
Df Educator
W.W.Mays

'Wife-Killer' Surrenders
Voteri Swinging Hides From Negro CP Leader
To GOP Camp' Police For Orders Reporter
Out
Of
His
Tent
12 Hours

William Weston Mays, princlpal
of Palmer-Turner school at Hen•
sings, Tenn. for 11 years, died
suddenly Saturday, Aug. 4 from
what was believed to have been
ByStaff Writer
a heart attack.
friends
and
students
Co-workers,
Results gleaned at weekend from tall incomplete rethroughout the state were shocked turns from the August 2 general election and
Democratic
pver his passing.
By MOSES .1. NEWSON
and
Republican
primaries
point
to
three
significant
situaDeath came to the veteran and
Prof. Guy Hoffman last Thursday ordered a Defendpopular educator while he and his tions:
A husband who shot his wife to
(1) Even the most. outspoken pro-segregation candl- death last week with a shotgun er reporter from the "private tent" pitched near t h •
entire family were guests in the
some of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Brent idate, through one method or ansuccessfully evaded police for 12 (I1111111111111flitlftrt1111111111111flfall1111111111011111181111111fIlltiffIllft19101(1111MItIff11111111181111111111111111111118119
of Ripley, Tenn. Mr. Brent is prin- other, can count on a certain dehours, then walked into the sher- EDITOR'S NOTE:
The
unexpectedly
_mild
protest
Moses I. Newson is acting managing editor of
cipel of Lauderdale High school gree of Negro support,
tflo office and surrendered.
vote
against
Citizens
for
Progress
the Tri-State Defender. A capable and reliable newsman, be was
at Ripley.
(2) Despite certain poll" indi- along with the same lack of any
The man is Tom Milliken, 33, of assigned by the editor-in-chief to get the facts on the Barret's
The grief-stricken widow, Mrs. cating otherwise, Negroes are go- enthusiastic support for James T. 1197
Norma rd., who was being chapel and Stewartville situation. Here is his story.
Sadie Seymour Mays, told the Tri- ing to go Republican in Novem- Walker's legislative race on the sought
for the murder of Mrs.
State Defender Sunday morning ber more so than ever in recent Democratic ticket, highlights this Emma
111111111011191IIMIN11111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111M111111111111111
Milliken,
45.
that her family and the Brents years, if the expected pitch for trend.
."--41104
Stewartville
polling place, under which he was giving NeWitnesses told deputies that
had been close friends for years. their vote is made.
Bartlett; Edward Gray, of
— There
If
WORKERS
COUNTY
of
further
support
is
needed
it
they
groes
had
"last
been
a
straight
Citiat
instructions"
and
cards
urging
April
13,
1946
(3)
the
Those Negroes. normally
Milliken
Ten years ago, on
Brunswick;
Guy Hoffman, of
seems
present
in
the
fact
that
any
someone
do
to
always
Is
home when an argument started zens for Progress vote.
the Mays were married in the Democrat‘e, who are torn between
Barrett's Chapel, Bar-B • Qua
many in a r e
task,
Brent home, in almost the same! party loyalty and the racial clues- through a strong "race appeal" between the couple, and that they
political
Prof. Hoffman said he "didn't
host principal; R. J. Roddy, of
spot in which Principal Mays died. tion, might sit out the Npvember effort Lt. George W. Lee, who had left.
like it at all" because the report- Supreme Court's desegregation Idealistic citizens learned this
Woodstock, and C. L. Wells,
certainly
isn't
loved
by
Demoballoting.
Later, Mrs. Milliken's body was er had made pictures the night ruling.
SERVED WELL
past Thursday, when isomer.
of E. A. Harreld. Beneath
And should the national situa- crats here, swung a considerable
them
is the tent where Prof.
their
among
persons
from
Gas
The well-known educator headed tion adhere to the trend set in number of them into the GOP found in the bedroom, blasted with before at the "educational" preoutspokAll its candidates were
fatal shotgun wounds.
election meeting and Bar-B-Que
Hoffman, seated left, gave vet.
own race were found working
a faculty of 16 teachers. He was Memphis this past Thursday, the camp.
en for segregation and copies of
ens "last Instructions" and
a jnember of St. Marks Baptist national Republican party is like- ENOUGH TO FIND TREND
Sheriff's deputies launched a held at his school, Barrett's Chap- pictures showing Negroes a n d in the Citizens For Progress
voting clads. Lower picoutspok•
CP
most
camp.
CP
was
church e Hennings, pastored by ly to show considerable
Because returns from many of hunt for the husband, but had el.
whites together at local political
Negro
tures show sonic city CP poll
Rev. T. H. Baker, a former board voting gains at the expense of the the predominantly Negro wards made little progress in finding
Neither Prof. Hoffman nor sev- meetings were used by CF's in en for segregation. County
workers. At left are Mrs. Sa•
were still incomplete at weekend, Milliken when he either from eral other Negro county school the campaign.
school principals above took
member of the Tennessee Educe- Democratic party.
die Person, of 1420 Orgill, and
stricken conscience or advice principals taking part in the prepre-election meeting
comparing
figures
a
tonal conference; regional vice
by
precincts
part
in
The one thing that appears to
As far as the Defender has been
Carolyn Griffin, of 141.7 Oro
and Bar-B-Que that boosted C.
president of the Tennessee Prinproved inclusive but sufficient fig- turned himself in.
election meeting in behalf of the
been
made
definite
have
was
that
able
to ascertain, not one Negro
gill. Smiting man at left IS
left are: P. C. Fisheipals conference; former presiFrom
candidates,
who
P.
ures
were
CP
swept
t
h
e
available
to
establish
and large Negroes are going
leader in Memphis, even those
Lee Warren, of S05 Hicks.
er, of Eads; Henry Grinner,
dent of the West Tennessee Edo- to
enough of a trend to draw the
election, objected
Wednesday
look
more
to
the
"positive
race
who have been and still are assocational conference; a member of
three
night
when
conclusions
set
forth
made.
at
the
pictures
were
position" taken in the contests
ciated with the administration,
outset of this election review.
THOSE PRESENT
than in personalities,
spoke publicly for the Citizens for
See EDUCATOR, page 2
Look at some of these figures
In fact, at request of the re- Progress.
from heavily populated Negro
porter, six of them, including
However, there were A number
areas with vote totals in repre- Caught in the act of stealing Prof. Hoffman, posed for a picsentative races for James T. Wal- clothes from the S. A. Owen lock- ture. At the time one asked if See REPORTER, page 2
ker, independent Democrat; Jack er rooms last week were four they were going to get "a posiBertucci, Citizens for Progress teenage boy:
tive story" on the meeting.
candidate, and William L. BradThe other participating princiLevi Watkins, of the
President
ford, Old Guard Republican.
pals
included P. C. Fisher, Eads;
Funeral services for William L. He was an Elk and a MM.
younginstitution surpriaed the
(First numbers are ward and
Gray,
Edward
Brunswick;
Day, jr., veteran alto sea- her of Mt. Olive Cathedral CMII
C.
L.
(Hank)
sters, who were later taken in
Wells,
with
the Al Jackson band church. Burial was fr New Park
E.
A.
Harrold;
man
J.
L.
Hill,
court.
Juvenile
custody
of
Victory was complete for the Citizens for Progress See VOTERS, page 2
and who was considered Memphis' cemetery.
Arlington, R. J.
Rodd y,
candidates last Thursday as they swept general a at d
most outstanding Gaxophonist, In addition to his parents, mar.
Woodstock, and Henry Grinner,
were to be held Wednesday morn- vivors include three children by
Bartlett.
Democratic Primary contests. The Old Guard-Hamilton
Lack of unity among Negroes ing in the Southern Funeral Par- his first wife, the former Miss Gee
CP
candidates,
led
by
persons
club faction of the Republican party remained in power
nora Hulsey, of Memphis. They
formerly affiliated with the Old and pressure on car pool opera- lor chapel.
are Mrs. Alma Day Lavender, of
as a record GOP vote came in.
Crump organization, used a slo- tors were resulting in a weakenconnecband
Day,
whose
Mr.
gan "Keep Memphis and Shelby ing of the bus boycott in Talla- tions included stints with Jim- Memphis; William Day, III, and
i General election winners were:
Miss Patricia Ann Day, both of
attorney
last
week.
jr.,
hassee
Canale,
County Down in Dixie" and a
,Phil M.
T. Hughes, John Dozier, J. Alan
mie Lunceford and William HanUnlike the Negroes of Montgom- dy before they left Memphis, died Tuscumbia, Ala. William went tn
group platform' that calls for inwieral; Ed Reeves, sheriff; Ken- Hanover, Gerald Murley, William
terposition by Tennessee to the ery who have held out for months in John Gaston hospital Saturday Booker T. here last year
neth L. Nazor, county tax asses- Van Hersh and Doyle Blackwood.
trusagainst patronizing the city bus evening. He had been admitted FIRST INSTRUMENT
sor; Riley C. Garner, county
CP candidates won the four
lines, approximately 450 fares Tuesday evening of the same Hank's mother bought him his
tee; Hamilton E. Little, judge committeemen and committeewere collected from Tallahassee week, after suffering a stroke.
atancery Court Part I; Greenfield women pone.
See SAX MAN, page 2
Negroes last week, it was report- Hank, as he was known near
Q. Polk, Circuit Court, Division 5;
ed.
Willard Dixon and John Harris, GOP VICTORIES
and wide, played with about every
Bus service, according to band of note that hit Memphis
In the Repubiican Primary Herjudges General Sessiono.
Charles L. Carter, Cities Transit and he turned down offers with
Rodney Baber, constable - at- bert Harper was named U. S.
Co., manager, was resumed last such renowned bandleaders as
large; Jones W. Ross, constable Congressman candidate. George
Thursday after having been closed Count Basle, Cab Calloway, Lionel
second district, and Ed Rice, un- C. Garrison, Dr. B. F. MeCleave
According to police, an autopsy for a month.
opposed, constable first district. and Robert Lee, unopposed senHampton, Fletcher Henderson and
performed on the body of Albert
Meanwhile State Atty. Gen. numerous others because of his
(Atty. Gen. Canale and the judge- ate nominees. T. L. Spencer and
Lee Keys, of 259 N. Dunlap re- Richard Ervin ruled last Friday great attachment to his mother.
ship winners are appointees re- William Bradford, were among
vealed the man died not of foul that car pool drivers transport- Son of Mrs. Alma Day Booker,
their
Guarders
elected
nominees
Old
of
remainder
serve
elected to
play but drowning.
for the house. Incomplete returns
ing those supporting the bus boy- of 407-C Foote Park, and William
teams).
The victim's body was discov- cott must get 'for hire" tags. The L. Day, sr., of Jackson. Tenn.,
show that two, maybe three of
DEMO WINNERS
asaw Council, Boy Scouts of
ered floating in the Wolf River tags would run about $15 in ex- Hank was brought to Memphis at
the eight representative candi- SCOUT EXECUTIVE — A na-In the Democratic Primary:
America, Inc. Mr. Flint (left) near a cement manufacturing com- cess of the regular license.
.tive of Erlanger, Ky. and the
Clifford Davis, U. S. Congress- mites might be New Guertin's.
an early age. He was born in
son of a Methodist minister beis shown talking with W. Gorpany's terminal at the foot of
Lt. George W. Lee was the only
No action had been taken on Jackson on Feb. 3, 1911.
re-elected; Tom Mitchell,
don Morris, scout executive. Poplar by a worker. The victim the ruling, according to Mrs. Ina He attended Kortretch school
gan duty hese last week as a
anator, 32nd district; J. Weldon Old Guard candidate remaining on
Boy Scout executive. He is
The new executive fills the
had been in the water about five Thompson, state motor vehicle here and Booker T. Washington
ibrrow. senator 33rd district; Mrs. the state committee. Others, from
position left vacant by Mau- days.
Wendell L. Feat, who is servcommissioner. No charges a r e High school. He learned to play
ai Frank Scott, senator 30th dis- the New Guard, are Thomas F.
ing as the division executive
rice Gray who returned to
as a gardner. S. W. made of passengers transported by under the late G. P. Hamilton,
Keys
trict; and as representatives — Turley, jr., Mrs. Dan W. Allen
L. DAV
of tite North Division of Chickthe field of education.
,former principal at Booker T,
Qualls & co. handled the remains. the car pool. similiommiadisim
Ack Bertucci, William Cobb, L. and Mrs. Lewis R. Donelson

i

Caught In Act
At Owen College

(1).Scores, But Fails
To Upset GOP Power
•

Lack Of Unity
Weakens
Boycotters

New Scout Executive

Albert L. Keys
Victim Of River

Hank'Day Sax Man
With Al Jackson Dies

• * :ricfewslI.'

•

;
400

r7.2
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Name New Scout
Executive Here

Pay Last Tribute To
Mrs. Ruby Lumpkin

(Continued from Page I)

ere
or
me
411
41▪ M

410
of Negroes who showed up at various voting places in the city passing out CP literature and there
remains the conviction among
Funeral services were held last moved into the home at Tate
many that the group received
Friday at St. John Baptist church purchased by the late Lumpktlis
some city Negro votes.
for Mrs. Ruby Lumpkins, popu- nearly 10 years ago.
An estimated 800 attended the
Scouts of America, Inc., W. Gorlar matron here and widow of the CHURCH WORKER
(See Pilate Page 1)
••
don Morris, scout executive, an- pre-election meeting at Barrett's
late Thomas Lumpkins.
A loyal church worker at St.
f Wendell L. Fant is the new di- nounced last week.
Chapel and heard the calls to supRev. A. McEwen Williams, pas- John Baptist, she was affiliated
Vision executive of the North Di- "We are delighted to
tor of the church officiated, with with all of the auxiliaries of that
have a fine port the CP ticket. Placards for
*Mean of Chickasaw council, Boy executive who has had a rich ex- the CF's were the only ones in
Rev. S. A. Owen and Chaplain church where she taught Sunperience in Scouting to work in the speakers rostrum, another larger
L. A. Thigpen, assisting.
day school and sang in the MeNorth Division and we look for- one just Inside the door where
Burial was in National ceme- morial choir.
ward to real progress in serving two women teachers passed out
tery beside her husband.
She was a member of Zeta Phi
the boyhood of the Division," Mr. tickets for the barbeque.
A graduate of Lealoyne college, Beta sorority, the Nonchalant SoMorris said.
PRINCIPALS SPEAK
Mrs. Lumpkins was a native of cial club and for a number a
(Continued from page 1)
I
Mr. Fiat was born in Erlanger,
Prof. Hill spoke on "Reasons
Memphis. She received her elemen- years, a teacher at Hamilton High
Ky., and the son of a Methodist for Negroes Registering and Vottary and high school education school.
precinct, W stands for Wafter,
minister. His father was Rev. ing;" Prof. Roddy on "Citizenship
here, and resided on Leath st. The deceased is survived hy
1B for Bertuoci, and Bd for BradWilliam Edward Fant of the CME Responsibilities;" Prof. Hoffman
her mother, Mrs. Albert Brown,
t (Ord).
church and his mother was a pub- on "Reflections on the Stewartof Memphis; an uncle, Frank
W—T2..-B--U.. .Bd-74
lic school teacher. He was gradu- ville Precinct," and Prof. Wells,
Brown, of Memphis; Mr. and Mrs.
IC1., W-107...B-239.. ild-165 ated from Stanton High school,
on "Rewards for Civic Activity."
Richard Russell of Indianapolis;
W — 54 .B — 234 .,Br-5 Jacksonville, Fla., and received
Speakers praised Prof. Roffman
Mrs. Kate Waters of Nashville;
404,-W-150. . .B-54. . .Bd.-83 the bachelor of arts degree from
as "a great leader" who receivand Mrs. Rufus Blackburn,
Mr.
W—S9
.3--22.
.
. Bd-173 Lane college, Jackson, Tenn., and
L1-1
ed the first brick building and
Robert Scott, of Memphis; Dr. and
47-1—W-12 .
. .3d.-66 has done graduate work at Fisk
has more school buses than any
Mrs. Shannon Bell, of Dayton; Mr.
i Other figures show that 35-1 and university, Nashville.
other county school. His school is
Mrs. James Williams of Inand
31-2, usually heavily Democratic Mr. Fant was a Boy Scout for
named for Paul Barrett, wealthy
dianapolis; and Walter Works of
probably went Republican as GOP a short time in Alabama. He
banker, landowner and CP leadNashville.
leaders claim, for the first time. began his professional career in
er.
Available GOP tallies show Brad- Alabama as an elementary school
Speakers told the attentative
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — T h e
ford getting 172 in 35-1 and 284 in principal. At the same time he
crowd:
BRIG. GEN. Daniel J. Manavenue, Chicago, check map
N. C. Members of the unit reAlabama Supreme Court last week
served
as
scoutmaster and later
35-2. Democratic returns for the
"Back the administration, stick
ning, Warrant Officer Robert
while training with the 322nd
ceived instructions from the
denied a petition of the NAACP,
Ward were not completed but it was selected by Dr. Drake, presiwith the people who have stuck
Starks, 4205 Wells at., and Sgt.
Logistical Command, U. S.
Regular Army on the latest
asking that a contempt citation,
Is doubtful any Democrat topped dent of Alabama A & M College,
with us.
(Continued from page 1)
Daniel Mason, 4406 Vincennes
Army Reserve, at Fort Bragg,
methods of warfare.
carrying a $100,000 fine, be stayed.
to serve on a special committee
those returns.
"Tomorrow is the day we're goThe organization appealed t h e first instrument, a clarinet, when
I A prime example of Negroes whose job was to assist th e ing to
show our gratitude. This is
ruling on the grounds that the fine he was in school on the promise
voting for pro-segregation candi- Tennessee Valley Council, Boy
a
common
sense thing. A you
was so high that the NAACP was to get him a saxophone as soon
dates was Stewartville in the coun- Scouts of America in the evaluscratch my back and I'll scratch
"in jeopardy of being unable to as he learned to play "End of A
te where Bertucci received 654 ation and selection of applicants
yours thing,
for
Second
the
Negro
Field
purge itself of contempt in the Perfect Day."
Scout
votes in the very heavy Negro
"Regardless of what others say,
executive in that Council.
event t h e court's judgment is , Hank had practiced the song on
poll while James T. Walker
remember
these
things
when
you
sustained on review."
a 6chool instrument and to his
bdt 11. (There was no GOP vot- HAS EXPERIENCE
Later while pursuing his gradu- vote. Let's not get too big for the
The Alabama NAACP was held mother's surprise, played the song
ing there).
pants we're wearing."
NORWAY, Me. —
,— A live.
in contempt of court by Circuit the first day.
Another example of high GOP ate work at Fisk University, Mr.
Prof. Hoffman reminded the cit- grass snake, wrapped around al
Fant
was
employed
by
the
MethoCourt Judge Walter B. Jones last
Al Jackson Monday called Hank
voting came from 61 where Bradizens "we'll use school buses to car's brake pedal, caused a high-)
week when it declined to submit "the best alto saxman this city
ford got 264. Again the returns dist Board of Missions and served
those
bring
transportaneed
who
way
as
accident
Boys' Worker at Bethlethat hospitalized
certain records of its state ac- has produced."
were incomplete but it was doubttion. Come by my tent and we'll three persons.
WASHINGTON — (ANP) —Ra- a total membership of two-and-a- tivities, including
membership Hank first went with Jackson'
ful they would have run higher. hem Center, Nashville.
During this time he was also give you last instructions. Y o u Mrs. Clara T. Holden, of Paris,'cial segregation will continue in half million boys and girls, are lists.
band back in 1931 and played with
71BS LS IT
engaged in volunteer work in know you can vote as you like but the driver, told police one of the the 4-H club program, for rural controlled by state authorities al- NAACP leaders offered
'Now, what happened?
some him off and on since then. Ile
scouting, first as Scoutmaster and we tell you how we would like children noticed the snake, scream- youths until the Southern states though 40 percent of their leader- retords in an attempt to
avoid a I had played steady with the JackOn the CP side of the fence,
later as a member of the Organi- for you to vote."
ship expenses are met by Federal fine increase from the original son crew during the last 12 years.
ed, and frightened her into losing'decide to end it.
with their candidates pledged t,
ozation and Extenuion Committee RESULTS OF POLL
This fact was advanced last grants.
$10,000 imposed earlier. However
Al said Hank had a style similar
control.
a 'platform that flatly indomed of
week by an official in the Dethe John Napier Division of the
A Defender poll of 10 persons
Federal official stated that the group refused to submit the 'to that of Johnny Hodges,who was
segregation, it was expected they
The
hospital
for'
Lewiston
Taken
to
partment of Agriculture regarding
Middle Tennessee Council, Boy taken during the time they were
would come out for "equal but
if the government should try to membership lists and other rec- featured for years with Duke Ellobservation were Marjorie Hill, 18; the separate 4-H regional
Scouts of America.
meet- force integration of meetings ords asked for and the fine auto- ington.
eating Bar-B-Que turned up just
separate."
Daniel
Danforth,
and
11,
Everett
ings held in Washington.
Mr. Fant received his profession- one who wasn't going to vote CP,
PARKER IDOL
group, matically went un 10 fold.
But with Negroes active in al training
Dr. E. W. Aiton, 4-H program and other activities of this
in scouting at the Na- the others being either enthusias- Cooper, 3, all of Norway.
Reeling
Other locals outfits with which
under
the
$100,000
fine,
southern
would
States
the
refuse
the Democratic Good Local Gov- tional Training
director of the department, was
school for Scout ex- tic about it or vague. The ninth
the Alabama NAACP is reported- he played here were Charlie Robpart.
take
to
ernment League, which easily is ecutives
at Mendham, N. J. For queried, an elderly man, answer- "misunderstanding" with the elec- questioned about the segregated
ly mapping plans to get the case inson, Howard Yancey and his
also "for "separate but equal" but the past eight years
This, argued Aiton, would deny into the
he has serv- ing whether he would vote the tion official, said Negroes used meetings after it was announced
federal courts as soon as Tuxedo orchestra, Tuff Green
did not take a pro-mg stand, it ed as field scout
executive in the CP ticket: If nothing happens. four voting machines in a rear that Negro 4-H members from 17 rural Negro youngsters the ad- ;possible. Leaders said public dis- and Ike Pyron, ho menton a few.
WS thought Negroes would at Delta Area council, Boy Scouts
vantage
get.
now
they
DeThe
closure of membership rolls would
ef
When the Defender reporter room and another in the connect- southern and border states were
His sax style was impressive
heist register a sizeable protest America with headquarters
holding their ninth annual meet- partment certainly doesn't want to subject those who have joined
at reached the tent Thursday he en- ing front room.
and enough that he became an idol of
vote. With James T. Walker run- Clarksdale, Miss., where he servsaid.
do
that,
he
ing
in
Washington
beginning
Aug.
helped the organization to "eco- the late Charlie Parker.
Mr. Whisenhunt reported that H.
ning in the Democratic primary ed four divisions and 12 counties. tered and spoke, asked how things
The national 4-H meeting of It was stated, however, that nomic pressures" and
were
"vote
even phy- Often Al Jackson had urged him
going.
would
told
he
him
man
one
and- GLGL not backing a full slate FATHER OF TWO
white youths from 47 states was most of the States outside of the sical violence.
Prof. Hoffman was seated at the way the card told me to. I
to take some of the offers that
ir seemed reasonable to expect Mr. Fant has purchased a new
held here in June.
maintain integrated 4-H —
South
do
the end of a table where he gave have to."
came to him from outstanding
heavy GLGL-Walker backing.
Aiton said the clubs Which have clubs.
home at 3308 Farmosa Road and his "last instructions.''
bandleaders but Hank always had
A white 'LEADING PEOPLE ASTRAY' •,
(It is not to be overlooked will move into it shortly. His wife,
Words of the Wise
man
sat
on
the
a desire to be near his mother.
top
of
the
table
A middle-aged white warn a-tr
though that the Negro vote to- Mrs. Martha A, Fant and their
Some relaxation is necessary
tal was in no way more disap- two children, Michael Edward observing and talking with him. watching the tent - schooling reto people of every degree: the
A conversation along this line marked, "there they are leading
pointing than that mustered by Fant and Cheryl Nadine Fant will
head that thinks and the hand
followed:
their own people astray." .
GLGL when looked at strictly on come to Memphis from Clarksdale
that labors must have some
CAN YOU USE
Prof. Hoffman—What's your
Prof. Hoffman insisted that all
little time to recruit their
a numerical basis).
in the very near future. Mrs. Fant name
anyway? (The name was he was doing was performing an
diminished powers.
few Negro votes.
at present time is taking gradustated).
MORE
educational service.
—(Bernard Gilpin)
However, one way or another, ate study in elementary education
Prof. Hoffman—Who sent y on
He, said "I don't know what
managed to get itself quite a at the University of Cincinnati.
The Prince Hall Masons of Ten- of Memphis, most ancient grand
I
happened before 30 years ago but
some instances this cam* Mrs. Pant is employed as a out to that meeting last night?
Ans.—The Tri-State Defender.
FREE BIBLE TRAINING
we run everything here on the up nessee held their 86th Grand Corn- matron, and the Rosa B. Whitson
through smart poll workers w h o teacher at Clarksdale.
Prof. Hoffman—Who told you and up and have been for 30 municatipn here in Memphis with Grand Guild affiliated with the
Mr. Fant is filling the vacancy
were most adept at getting
GROUND FLOOR
"That Comes To You"
sessions at the Booker T. Wash- Knights of Templar, Mrs. Whit- Write
years."
through to the confused or Miter- in the professional staff of Chicka- all about it, who invited you?
for
full
particulars
STERICK
today'
BUILDING
Ans. — My editor sent me. It 'DOING IT 30 YEARS,
ington High school this week. son, grand princess captain.
af.* voter. This worked pretty saw Council which was created
TEMPLE THEOLOGICAL
"WHERE
FOLKS
OKI' YOU
was
a
public
meeting
Grand
wasn't
Master
Charles F. Williams, Grandmaster Williams said apit?
when Mr. Maurice N. Gray reExplaining
Prof. Hoffman's
good in the city.
COLLEGE
GET PREFERENTIAL
Prof. Hoffman — No. It was not. overnight change in attitude in a of Memphis, presided.
proximately 750 Masons from the
signed to go to Kansas City, KanSTEWARTVILLE SITUATION
SERVICE"
111 West 132nd St,
It was an invitational meeting. little later conversation Mrs. Hoff- Also in session were the Excel- state's 220 lodges, 46 of which arc
7t was another story in the coun- sas to teach school.
New York 27, N. Y.
You
were
not
Memphis,
invited
were present. The
and y o u man said he thought the Defend- sior Grand Chapter of the Order in
ti'. At places such as Stewartwere not welcome."
van, Negro educators, by choice
er reporter was working with the of Eastern Star, Mrs. Rosa B. state has 14,000 Masons in the
Ans. — You mean the press was Press-Scimitar and he probably Whitson, of Memphis, Grand wor- Prince Hall affiliation.
Seventy-Six (76) Years of Pioneering Christian Education
oreby necessity, boosted CP most
not welcome.
Mrs. Whitson estimated the
ef&ctively,
would have been pleased had per- thy matron, in charge the HeProf. Hoffman—That's right. I mission been made for pictures roines of Jericho, Rose Hudgins OES delegation at approximate4deanwhile, on the GOP front.
ly 300, coming from 188 chapters,
didn't like it at all, I didn't ap- at the Bar-B-Que.
(Continued from page 1)
Ceorge W. Lee, faced with a real
45 of which are in Memphis.
preciate
MARSHALL, TEXAS
your
being
there.
This
is
assured
being
the
DefendAfter
stiff fight because of the expected Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and a
• A progressive accredited Christian college with a functional proThis was the 74th session for the
an educational thing we do every er wasn't interested in "printing
binect Mr. Walker would get, Mason.
gram, the personal touch, and the university mind.
OES.
year for our people and its not lies" about her husband, Mrs.
Wino stops in making the de• Offering courses in the Liberal Arts and Siences, pre-professional
Between sobs of grief, Mrs. a public
grand parade from the MaA
meeting.
Hoffman said it didn't matter
training in Music, Law, Medicine, Religion and Teacher Edusegregation situation a campaign Mays added: "He was a good hussonic Temple on Fourth to Booker
He then turned away and start- what the paper carried. "He has
cation.
band and father and a loving son ed talking to
T.
Washington
last
Sunday
started
his white friend.
• Confers the Bachelor of Arts and
been going this for 30 years and
Whey put out "Time to Kill Jim to his parents."
the session. Flag ceremonies and
the Bachelor of Science degrees.
About this time Mrs. Hoffman will continue to do it because he
now" literature and cited such
Funeral services were set for entered and
greetings from Mayor Edmund Ortook a seat. Appar- feels its the right thing."
REGISTRATION FOR FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
6tings as the too and fairground's Aug. 7, beginning at 11 a.m. at
gill, Dr. J. E. Walker, Lewis H.
Monday, September 10, 1956
Asked if she didn't think some TALLAHASSEE, Fla, —
ofie-day for Negroes policy and Palmer-Turner school. The body ently recognizing the reporter
(INS) Twigg and Dr. Hollis F. Price,
from
the
previous
night,
Direct Inquiries To
she
callpolice raiding of, Negro cafes as was ,to lie in state at the school
of the people would like to vote — Florida Gov. Leroy Collins used were part of Sunday's
public
ed him over and asked, "what did for James T. Walker, a
M. K. CURRY, JR., President
pepof the CP arid GLGL "are both from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Negro his constitutional powers to ''dis- program. The official welcome was
you say your name was?"
candidate' for the lower house, solve" a special legislative session by Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
ter segregation of Negroes."
Expected to officiate were Rev.
response
Mrs. Hoffman explained, 'It's im. last week when lawmakers be- by Dr. Thomas E. Poag.
He rushed the dedication of a S. A. Owen, Baptist state leader 'GET OUT OF HERE'
Negro blanch Post Office with of Memphis; Rev. J. H. Fenner, It was while this answer was possible for him to win in the came hopelessly deadlocked On an
A picnic was held Monday afbeing made that Prof. Hoffman's Republican primary. (Mr. Walker interposition
pf,enty fanfare.
resolution.
Baptist conference moderator and deep
ternoon. Election of officers was
voice
rang out commanding- ran as a Democrat).
Negro Democratic, either tin. Rev, T. IL Baker, the deceased's
It was the first time in the mem- slated for Wednesday.
ly:
PROOF OF THE PUDDING
ible or unwilling to criticize Lt: pa.;tor.
ory of veteran legislators that a
"Look,
you
get
out
of
here. This
The Stewartville tradition one- governor has used his authority i
Lee openly before the people, did Interment was to be at Tiptonisn't a public place. This is my; principal asked the Bar-B-Que
give him a hard time of it though vile, Tenn.
to disband a session.
own private tent. Get on out of crowd if they would "keep true"
—put in small workshop size
Survivors of the deceased in- here"
I Collin; called the special session
to, reflected itself in the manner
groups of people who were al- clude the widow. Mrs. Mays;
Elton Whisenhunt, Press - Sci- in which the predominant Negro to act on such emergency mat'lady voting for their men.
daughter, Wilaruie; son, Billy War.
ters as segregation, prison reforms
:-The Old Guard Republicans en- ner; mother and father and hotit mitar staff writer came up. He poll voted:
and the Mediterranean fruit
said he had watched" te tentLowest vote for a CP-backed which
Wed record success.
of other relatives and friends.
has been threatening FloriEarn money and valuable
schooling
and
said
Prof.
Ioffman
candidate, 586, with the others get- da's
.Then there was that group that
citrus crop.
premiums for your church
and
were
wife
his
giving
voting ting more than 600.
ayed at. home. Except for the Before Panama seceded from
with minimum effort. For
The vote for James T. Walker, Virtually all of the legislation
sappointment because of the is- Columbia in 1903, and became an instructions and cards asking supthe governor recommended was
port
of
CP
FREE details write:
candidates
to
the
Ne- Negro candidate, 11 (eleven).
Spes considered directly affecting independent 'republic in its own
enacted, including the so - called
the Negro, his stay-home attitude right, it generally was indicated on gro citizens.
DR. BRABHAM
After citizens left the tent they The soft-textured pines from the Fabisinski bills, which are aimed
etas about the same as white vot- Ithe maps as being a part of Sbuth
at
"legally"
Fitzgerald, Georgia
preserving
segregawent
in
the
back
door
of the Mas- far western states are quite difers who steered clear of the polls.'America.
onic hall to cast their votes. A ferent than the yellow pines found tion in Florida.
watcher, George W. Grider, presi- in the south which are heavier in
dent of the Good Local Govern- weight and generally harder and
ment League, who was in a little more pithy.
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20,000 COPIES SOLD IN THE
FIRST THREE MONTHS
OF

We Have All The
"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE "HIT RECORD
S"
ft

A

HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM WITH
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROY DeCARAY A AND A NA!.
RATIvE BY LANGSTON HUGHES

"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
a copy promptly by mail directly to you, write your
T.
$1.00 mode out to: University Place Bookshop, CI University Place.
learnt below and enclose a dollar bill sr check of money order for
New York 3, N. Y.
receive

Both Speeds,45 and 78

BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop
Open Each Day 10:00 a.m. To 9:00 p.m.

NAME

50 South Main Street

ADDRESS
CITY AND STATE

Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RYTHM AND BLUES

........

.........

...........

(Next To Warner Theatre )
Phone IA. 5-3156

Family Favorite
...on the go!

MADAM BELL
The

Greatest Palmist on Earth

Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line for years is
back op her own place to stay.
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.

•

As in king and invigorating as a spin
in your new sports car ... yet as familiar and

dependable as the family jalopy: that's the
enjoyment you get from every sparkling bottle
of bright and bracing Coca-Cola.

LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington-, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Tennessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blocks below ,the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
take the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
telLthem to drive
to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address.

The modern family is a group

ot go-geffert. Wherever
you go,get refreshing
Coca-Cola... America's
favorite soft drink.

i'fiu

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: 9 am, to 9 pm. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters

BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
AND THE RIGHT NAME

ROTTLED

UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA IOTTLING COMPANY
W
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS,
TENN.
(c) 1956, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

•
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"52 Planks
'Too Weak:
Wilkins
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Vets To Hit Bias Hard
At Conference Oct 3-7
southern veterans w ill assemble in Memphis for a
six-day conclave Oct. 3-7 out of which is expected to come
"thousands of complaints, grievances and benefit applications" which will be sent mass-form to the nation's
capital.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

•

Neither the Democratic nor Republican civil rights planks of
1952 will be satisfactory to Negro
voters this year, said Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the NAACP
At call of the local Veterans' from the Veterans Administradon
Benefit, Inc.. headed by A t t y. and both major political parties, '
I_ This is not the time to fume defeat at the hands of the New over the nationally televised program "Meet The Press" last Sun•
James F. Estes, the veterans will Atty. Estes said.
'ever reversals sustained in the Guard Republicans.
That means the Negro 0 1 d day.
primary election rather the time
attempt to impress on Washington DENIAL OF VOTE
Among grievances to be aired
officials and various candidates
to really get smart and begin to Guard Republicans and whites of Both platforms should declare
prepare to translate that skillful the community have got to re- for the implementation of the Sts
for office "the extent of discrim- Atty. Estes said are denial: of
ination" the Negro vet faces in rights to vote, discrimination and
brilliance into dynamic action. examine their machine a n d preme Court decision in clear lanhardships in getting farm, busiIt is quite common knowledge strengthen it. The New Guard has guage, Wilkins warned.
getting benefits due him.
On the basis of the 1954 Contow that out of the 49,345 Negroes tasted blood and from here on in
Speakers who will be Ahird in- ness and home loans "and other
registered to vote in the import- there is going to be a struggle gressional vote, Wilkins said that
clude lawyers and spokesmen benefits %stitch he cannot obtaill
the Negro vote by even the slightant election, less than 13,000 were for full control.
because of his color."
est shift, could change the outAtty. Estes said commitments
so moved to exercise the fran- ABOUT CP SUPPORTERS
We are irritated, yes, over the come of this year's elections in
chise.
have been received from veterans
several Congressional districts.
in Tennessee. Arkansas, MississipApproximately 8,000 (including Negroes in our midst who supHe repeated his former charge
ported
the
Citizens
for
Progress.
pi, Alabama, Louisiana and Texcast
their
whites) of that number
as. Invitations are being made to
lots with the Republicans; t h e And this defection was not con- that both political parties have
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Democrats polled 6,000 plus, of the fined to Stewartville, but in Mem- ileft the Negro out on a limb by
Georgia, Florida, Missouri a n d
Negro vote, and not surprisingly, phis as well. They are to be !failure to enact in Congress any
, civil rights legislation in more
Kentucky.
the victorious segregationist group, piped, and in some way must be
Citizens For Progress, corraled a exposed to more enlightenment. than 75 years.
Legislation authorizing burial in
Headquarters for the concise,
Since the days of Judas Iscariot In response to a reporter's quesslice of the Negro vote.
Arlington National Cemetery of an will be VBI offices here at $OO
many have sold out and more will tioning on whether the NAACP
unknown American service man Vance. Meetings will be held
This question has been raised do the same.
would advocate the use of milikilled overseas in the Korean con- other places, to he named later.
repeatedly; Why should Negroes
tary
On the other hand, we are comforce to carry out the order,
flict was approved prior to ar- Speakers, too, will be announced
support the Republicans locally pelled to
•
recognize and commend Wilkins said the organization has
journment of Congress.
when a candidate even if success- the Citizens for
. later.
never
called
for
the
use
of
troops
Progress
for skillful in winning nomination in the ful performance.
Veterans from World War I.
land
he
sees
no
necessity
for
this
They took an
primary, hasn't a chance against issue
the state's central prison in the World War 11 and the Korean conunfavorable to the Negro, in the "foreseeable future."
a Democrat nominee in the gen- yet sold
presence of 1Varden R. P. Balk- flict are being invited. Widows and
However, he implied that it
it to many Negroes, some
eral election?
corn, jr. and an Atlanta Journal , dependents of veterans are also
leaders, during an era when there might be conceivable that the govFrom the fair sampling of rep- is little excuse for fear or enforced ernment might have to take very
TO HIS SURPRISE, Mayor
people, Mayor Orgill noted
West Tennessee Convocation
reporter, John Pennington, who. urged to attend.
resentative public opinion we find retarded thinking.
Edmund Orgill was presented
that it was the late Mayor
under supervision of Bishop
strong measures at some time in
told about an incident of prison FREE CLINIC
a surprise appreciatioa cup by
the answer appears to be this:
Frank Tobey who had initiated
MeEnen. Mayor Orgill. intro.
There is a good lesson to be the face of continued defiance of
savagery of which he had heard
Following registration on Oct. 3,
Bishop A. 1, MeEwen sundae
The Negro is weary, very weary learned from the Citizens for Prog- the law of the land.
the move to have the street
duced by Atty. James E. Es- ' earlier from a non-prison source. there will be .hree days of free
evening at Mason's T e m•
of such Democrat demagogues as ress political organization: De- ! Asked why the NAACP was rename change made. He had in
tes, spoke briefly and was inOne convict. Pennington relat- : clinic discussions on veterans benEastland in positions of influence clare yourself on issues and give 'fusing to obey an Alabama court
his lifetime dedicated Maple after the Mayor had officterrupted seseral times by the
ed, was "just about beaten to efits All veterans desiring to
ially dedicated McEwen place
son
street
honoring
from the local to the national lev- effective support to your stand. order to produce records a n d
the
audience, especially when he
death" last week by a quarry make business, farm or home
formerly Long place, in honor
Church of Cod in Christ's bishel. They feel that so long, for ex- This does not mean that we in membership lists and to pay a
was describing the planned urboss.
loans will be asked to make apof Bishop MeEwen. la praisop. The dedication of a highample, as the Congress of the U. any way condone any unethical $100,000 fine imposed, Wilkins
ban renewal project for the
MISTREATMENT
plication during the meeting. OthTEI.1,
light of the Official Day of
ing Bishop MeEwee's long
S. is controlled by Southern die- practices charged against the CP said the association was willing to
Mason 'temple area. (Newsom
ers
who are eligible for pensions
guards
convicts
said
that
The
day
the
the Church of God in Christ's
years of devoted service to his
hards, the more distant
in the primary election. .
Photo.)
show financial records, but refusbenefits or compensaor
other
rifles
when
them
with
fired upon
when realization of first-class cited to reveal its membership rolls
tions will file for these.
the
f
little
long
in
remained
a
they
izenship for them will come.
because of threats and intimida"LITTLE ALCATRAZ"
Atty. Estes said the applications
latrine over a creek. They c•aid
tion.
This resentment, to a marked
lie said the large sledge ham.!
shots hit the creek and splash- and grievances would be sent to
the
He said that in Selma, Ala., sixdegree was reflected in the votes
mers will be taken away from!
the administrator of the Veterans
ed water over them.
teen of 29 NAACP members whose
cast by Negroes for Republican
prisoners during rest breaks at
Administration and to Olin Teenames were published in the locandidates of color on Aug. 2 here
' Little Alcatraz" and those who Forrester said earlier that ! gut. t D., Texas). _chairman of the
cal papers had lost their jobs reconductbe
investigation
would
no
when there was an excellent opbroke their legs would lose all
House A'eterans Affairs Commitcently. Lawyers for the associaportunity to place a Negro Demo-good time- and face solitary con- ed into the leg-smashing spree, ] tee. He said the group has requests
tion are appealing the ruling
crat in the state legislature.
tinement on brihol and water when but he changed his mind later from Rep. Teague to show specito the Supreme Court, Wilkins
This misdirected resentment is
and set a hearing for Thursday.
dismissed from the hospital.
fic proof that Negro veterans
NEW YORK, N. Y. —
said.
BUFORD, Ga. — A legislative committee N% as told
Charity begins at
unfortunate.
James Hall, a 22-year-old in I Warden Hubert Smith said the have been denied benefits.
home then it should spread abroad. Senator Herbert H. Lehman "We are not defying the law. last week that 41 convicts in Georgia's rock quarry camp I nate at the quarry two years. said, injured men told him after smashCOMPLAINTS'
felt their 'FLOOD OF
The:'South sorely needs a strong (Dem, N. Y. has announced that We are appealing the case and if
mangled
legs as -They heat me and shot me and ing their legs that they
incorrigible
prisoners
their
broke
or
for
expect
to flood the nation's
"We
the
U.
he
S.
Supreme Court should
has joined with Senators Thomtwo-Tiarty political system with full
wheelbarrows were too heavily capital with their complaints and
everything else."
as Hennings of Missouri and Paul order us to turn over the mem- a protest against ill-treatment.
participation of Negroes in both.
MeSwain. 22, a prisoner for near. loaded and that the sun was too hot grievances," Atty. Estes said.
bership records, I believe the orThe convicts, seven of whom were Negroes. smashed Iv
On the local level the Demo- Douglas of Illinois, both DemoThe organisation was formed
three years. said "They have for working.
ganization
would
do
so," the sec- se Lee Stark, who mutilated himcrats are in power. True they have crats, in an emergency effort to
worn me out. 1 couldn't go any Forrester described the men who here last year as a voters Moveretary
declared.
force
consideratior
of
Citizens
civil
rights
breaking
with
the
allied themselves
men breaking each other's legs. Further."
self with the sledge after
Wilkins is scheduled to appear
I took part in the incident as "the ment and voting will he one of
for Progress, who are represent legislation by the Senate before it
Georgia Director of Corrections'
the legs .of his fellow Negro conbefore
the
most hardened men in Georgia." the topics taken up with emphaDemocratic
Platform victs.
of the opposite of minority aspira- adjourns.
Jack Forrester said the convicts! PREFER PAIN
committee
on
Friday
in
Chicago
Several
Forrester said a similar inci- sis of the fact that many Negro
other
prisoners
The
said
that
House
has
passed
a civil
tions.
The witness said the bone-crack- were just trying to get the Rock 1
the right to
and
will
go
from
here
to
San
despite
the
pain
they
would
break dent occurred several years ago veterans are denied
That does not mean the Negro rights bill, which Senator Lehman
ing performance took place in a Quarry state prison closed down.'
vote.
Francisco
to
testify
before the Retheir other leg rather than go back when a group of prisoners dam*Wiens of Memphis cannot win calls, -not a perfect bill, but one
shaded portion of the deep rock Forrester doubted this would hapThe BI worked hard to hare
to the "hard rock" prison near aged their heels.
recognition from the white Demo- aimed in the right direction." publican Resolutions committee.
quarry out of sight of guard tow- pen. He added:
included as one of the
Memphis
Buford,
40
miles
northeast of Atcratic powers in this city and the That bill, upon transmittal to the
ers. He said the guards did not "The board of corrections and
cities to be visited by the Presimillion
seven
lanta
about
There
are
and
200
miles
north
of
here.
state. Our city has a Negro pop- Senate, was immediately locked
hear what was going en because I are going to run the prisons."
dent's Committee on Contracts.
The men were interviewed at farm dwellings; in the U. S.
ulation in excess of 150,000. Of up in the Senate Judiciary comthe men made little noise.
that number 49,345 are registered mittee, headed by Mississippi Sen"They just hollered out a little
to vote. If the qualified can be ator Eastland.
and sort et turned to one side,"
bit
poif
the
great
aroused to vote;
Lehman said, "We are trying
witness said.
the
tential can be bestirred to regis- some extraordinary parliamentary
ter and vote, then despite the East- maneuvers for the purpose of The opening program of the TWO WITNESSES
AI laud type there'll be Negro rep- forcing the bill out of the com- AME church's Youth and MissionPrison officials did not disclose ,
resentation in the state legisla- mittee and on to the floor of the ary Convention of the 13th Epis- the name of the witness nor of anhire.
Senate. I believe that the Senate copal District was held at Clay- other convict who testitifed that
We need unbiased lawmakers has an obligation to debate and born Temple, Tuesday evening from a ledge about 50 feet away
from the local level. To obtain vote on civil rights before ad- with Rev. William L. Bell pastor, he could see three or four of the
them we have got to fight the good journment. In my judgement. civ- serving as Master of Ceremonies. their legs with sledge hammers
fight ourselves.
il rights is the most important is- The affair proved to be an in- during an afternoon rest break in
The situation is a challenge — sue before the country today. For spirational success.
the rock pit. Five of the convicts,
a challenge to crack the barriers the Senate to refuse even to con- Speakers heard during the even- who did not hit hard enough, were
ing were Rev. Blair T. Hunt, L. put back to work after a day's
we as American citizens resent.
legislation on this subject is
What must be done by the Ne- sider
Alex Wilson, Atty. David C. Dot- stay in the hospital.
intolerable "
gro -Democrats:
en, who represented Mayor EdTO
FIGHT
IN
CHI
Prison officials who interviewed
(1) Develop a strong, grass
mond Orgill, Miss Marvell F o 1York
Senator
The
veteran
New
injured convicts said they were
the
organization
roots precinct
some, Mrs. David B. Scott, Miss
said
a
"long-shot"
there
is
just
that the leg-breaking spree
told
12$ Build a financially strong
Rosy Piques, Miss Geraldine Bell,
as a protest against
of succeeding because the Rules Mrs. J. M. Hall, Mrs.
planned
was
treasury
L. S. Spenii t a 1
(
. 3) Carry the issues facing our of the Senate are against t h e cer, Mrs. Joseph Gomez, wife of excessively hard work, b r
food.
insufficient
leaderSenate
and
-the
and
measure
treatment
people to them in a dynamic manthe presiding bishop of the 13th
ship of both parties in antagonis Episcopal District, Rev. J. E. LINED UP
ner
With regard to the Republicans, tic to our efforts."
Although the convicts said each
James and Rev. Hatcher.
-If we fail on this move," Lehdespite the fact that Lt. George
Music was furnished by St. broke his own leg with a 20 pound'
W. Lee, a stout-hearted fighter. man said, we will continue this:James AME Senior Choir, M r s. sledge hammer, prison authorities
and able politicians, has a fair struggle until Congress does ap- !Mildred Lockhart, St, Andrew's said they were told that only one
organization, he barely _escaped prove a satisfactory program of AME church choir, Mrs. Mertis E. man, a Negro, actually broke his
'Jones Ewell, and Miss Leneather own leg.
Collins.
A convict witness told the comThe conference will close this mittee that the men placed their 1
weekend.
legs on two rocks about eight inches apart.
civil rights legislation, whether it
He said three white prisoners—
be this year or the next. We will
McSwain, Junior Powell and
Willie
Democratthis
fight
to
the
carry
— "went down the,
Evans.
Odell
ic party's national convention in
line" and swung hammers on the
Chicago this month.
convicts. Mc"We will eventually win on the legs of their fellow
Evans then
and
Powell
Swain.
civil rights front, and I believe
legs.
that the victory is nearer than broke each ether's
the dead-end opponents of ei•ii BROKE OWN LEG
The only man who broke his
rights progress would like to
own leg was a Negro convict, 3esthink," he concluded.

Time For Some Grass-Root Politics

Arlington Plot
For Korea Dead

Cons Tell Why
They Broke Legs

Sen. Lehman
In Battle
For Rights Bill

AME Youth Meet
Gets Underway

LeMOYNE COLLEGE
First Semester 1956-57
Final Entrance Examination For
Entrance This Semester is September 1

Always Buy

DELTA
QUEEN
Brands

* Frankfurters
* Pure Pork Sausage
* Bologna
* Picnic Hams

LOOK
Directions: Drive South ea Highway 61$. Mitchell Read.

HANDSOME BROWNLEE HALL houses the administrations
operations at LeMoyne college. (Hooks Photos)

FALL CALENDAR

Turn West Few Blocks Is Model How.

ask for... insist on

DELTA QUEEN
"ALL MEAT"
Products
CI)1480
ON EVERY
DIAL

DR. J. E. WALKER HOMES
(Subdivision)

• CONCRETE DRIVES t
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WRITE OR CALL

gg LARGE LOTS
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Rochester Road
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VA and FHA Terms
• 3 BEDROOMS
gg NEAR SCHOOL

September 5 4
Freshmen Registration .
September 6,7,8 ;
Freshmen Orientation
Upper Classmen Registration .'...'. „.7".,.....::',„7, _ _ September 7,8
4- 010 . .," ,...................0.4,407:. September 10 ..Classes Begin

THE DEAN'S OFFICE
LeMOYNE COLLEGE
WH-8-6626

807 WALKER

U
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Will Not Bolt, Say
Southern Democrats

Sfro•uorad By

TOIADI

ATLANTA — Democratic leaders from 11 Southern
states have affirmed their loyalty to the party and warned
that if there are any bolts or walkouts at the Democratic
national convention the Northern wing will be to blame.
Southern governors, senators and party officials end-

mann

AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM

Sunday c•Iimaxes the a n nut a 1 5:30 p.m. Mrs. J. Flowers is the
meeting of the Friendship Distirct president.
Association in Fads, enn. T h e
The public is invited to attend
Association in Eads, Tenn. T h e service
at the New Tyler AME
Friendship District Temple, there. church.
The Rev. J. L. Collins, pastor of COLUMBUS BAPTIST
Now as we continue our discus-not of my racial group so I have
the Keel Avenue Baptist church
Comprising Columbus Baptist sion of our general theme: "Fac- no obligations to him.''
of Memphis, and moderator of the church's agenda
for Sunday is the ing Up To Life" we find ourBut we Can not discharge our
Friendship Baptist Association, regular order
of service. Sunday selves discussing the beatitude, spiritual and moral obligations
will deliver the principal address school begins at 930 a.
m, under 'Blessed are the merciful, for they with such little concern. Our cont
at 1 p.m.
shall obtain mercy."
the supervision of P. Bumpus.
cern for our fellowman goes furBETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Happy are those people who are ther than social or racial boundarRev. A. E. Campbell, the pas'or Sunday, the Bethlehem Bap- tor, will deliver a sermon at 12 concerned or considerate for oth- ies. Our obligations reach out a
tist church's schedule will be reg- noon. At 630 p.m., Mrs. L. M. ers because somewhere down life's little further than these superficular. Superintendent B. H. Holman Ewelles will direct the Baptist highway the same thing shall be ial boundaries many of us have
meted out to them. But let me drawn around ourselves.
will conduct the Sunday school at Training Union.
Evening service will be held at hasten to say, 'Let's not show mer9:30 a.m. At 11 a.m., the mornI once had a friend who told me
or consideration for what it that she did not have any time
ing worship will be held. A ser- 8.
•
is going to bring us but let's show for anyone who did not have a
ANTIOCH BAPTIST
gnon will be delivered.
The Antioch Baptist church of these things because we fee) mor- degree. How unfortunate Thi s
• Baptist Training Union convenes
1377 N. Bellevue Blvd., will cele- ally obligated to do just that.
at 6 p.m. James Peoples will
poor young lady who only a few
I feel that our world is growing moments ago had just obtained
rect it. The evening service starts , brate annual Men's Day, Sunday.
Services throughout the day will entirely too reward conscious a degree for herself could go hack
at 7:30.
now. whenever an act is commit- to her own home and
• Rev. .1. R. Bibbs Is the pastor. be centered around the theme."
there find
ted
or a deed done the first thing a mother who had no degree but
"
Wise
Man
Lay
—
Up
Knowledg
e.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
, 'SA Great Day" on August 26! Church school at 9: 15 3 In— will that arises in many, or shall I who had done more for her than
is anticipated by the St. Steph_ initiate the observation with A. R. say most of our minds, is "What all the teachers she had had. Now
"Burnely presiding. A special ser- am I going to get out of it?"
is she telling m e that she had no
Baptist church. It will be Junior
No. it is not a matter of ren- time for this mothers Is life for
v,
Day at the house of worship. Mrs. mon by the pastor, P,ev.
A. V. Roland is general supervis- Garner will follow at 10:30 a m. dering a service for service sake. her now such a high •faluting
Spotlighting the occasion will be It is not a matter of doing a noble thing' that she has no time for
or.
inspiration-packed program at deed for the sake of helping some- those m•ho have meant so much
an
Funds totaling S870 Was raised
during the recent Young People's 3 p.m. The Rev. S. H. Herring, one else. Our chief concern is what to her?
pastor of St. Paul Baptist church, reward is this thing going to A SOJOURNEY
Day observation at St.
Stephen.;
will
be guest speaker. In addition. bring me? If after much analysis
Sometimes I Wonder!
An inspiring address by Rev. W.!
Is not life a sojourney down ,
Fields, jr.. of Vollentine Baptist the personable master of eeremon- we can see no personal gain we
church highlighted the celebration.. ies, C. J. Thomas of Gospel Tern- grow slightly teary about doing here that all that we have should
be used for the glorification of
The N'olentine Baptist choirs ren- ple will present to the congrega- the thing.
lion a variety of talent depict- DEGREE CONSCIOUS
Cod. Are we not temporary cusdered music.
This story is brought out beau- todians of God's godness? Whating the efficiency of the Men's
Opening services at the
Day committee. Israel Reed. jr.. tifully in the story of the 'Good e‘er we find ourselves possessin
Sunday, will be conducted church.'
g
by thet
superintendent of Sunday school, will introduce Mr. Thomas. Fur. Samaritan' as told by Jesus. Here are not those things to be used
Dr. F. L. Stephens. Dr. Stephens, nishing the music will he the we find three men passing a man for the glorificatio nof God Perwill conduct Sunday school at 9:15 North Memphis, Douglas and St. wounded upon a highway. Two of sonally I think that they are.
them satisfied themselves in look- When we tune ourselves to the,
a.m. A sermon by the pastor. Rev. Paul male choruses.
The Baptist Training Union will ing upon him and asking, 'He is voice of God, and hear Him;
0. C. Crivens, will be heard during the morning worship att 11 be held at 6:15 p.m. J. C. Neely not of my social group or he is speaking to each of us I feel that
. .-- is the director.
• we will hear Him saying to each of
a.m. Communion will be odium'sPartaking of the Lord's Supper
Mrs. Thelma NIcKissic is t h e us that whatever our lot we should
tered.
culminate annual Men's Day church reporter.
be doing something for the extenJoe Wilson. Sr . will preside dur- will
at Antioch. will H. Horner is chairs
sion of His kingdom.
ST. PAUL BAPTIST
Ing the Baptist Training Union at
man and Charles Randle secre"Blessed are the merciful for
Annual Woman's Day was ob6:30 p m, Regular service will be
taro.
served at the St. Paul Baptist; they shall obtain mercy." Blessed
held at 8 p.m.
• s.
Each man of the church Is ask- church, recently. M r s. Ozeile are they who are concerned
NEW TYLER AME
•
ed to be present. Friends are in- Drain of Jackson, Tenn.. w a s about world conditions or personSpecial appreciation service will vited.
guest speaker. The -theme of the al conditicms, or social conditions
he held next Sunday at New Ty- ST. JAMES AME
observation was ''The Role of for in proportion that they are
ler AME church in recognition of
St. James AME church will hold Woman In A Changing World."
concerned they shall be rewarded
the completion of remodeling on its quarterly conference
Rev. S. H. Herring is the pas. in seeing a realization in makinUnion,
the church and parsonage. Repairs Sunday, at 3 p.m. The congrega tor.
this a better world.
and additions totaling $15.000 were tions of Avery AME and Provi- GREATER WHITE STONE BAPT. WE'LL NEED SOMEONE
mask. Rev. H. McDonald Nelson dence AME churches will be oresWhenever I thnk of the exactSunday is annual Choir Day at
and the congregation of St. James ent, The combined choirs
h
n
ess with which some people use
Greater
Whitee
Stone Baptist
of the t
church will be guest. Rev. Nelson churches will render music.
church. A program at 3 p.m., will life I think of a story I read
wir deliver the sermon. •
• William Jackson will conduct be the feature. Mrs. Mattie Ken- sometime ago. It was one of
Mrs. Alma Bowen and Prof. Is- the Sunday School at 915 a. m.
Shakespeare's — "The Merchant
nell is the chairman.
fah Goodrich, jr., will he in charge, The Presiding Elder, Rev. P. W.
Joseph McGhee, jr., will conduct of Venice". Here we find a
of the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.. Delyes o ill speak during the morn- the Sunday school
at 9:30 a.ni. man demanding a full fulfillment
Sunday.
,ing at 11 a. m. choir.
At 11 a.m.. the pastor, Rev. A. R.', of an agreement. This agreement
The pastor. Rec. H. W. lien- No. 2 and the junior choir will Williams, will speak.
'which had been made sometime
Ring. will deliver two thousht-pro- sing.
The Baptist Training Union be- prior to now but which was unyoking messages at 11 a.m., and
The ACE League will begin at gins at 6 p.m. Evening service able to be met. The person who
7:30 p.m., respectively. The sen- , 6 p m. Mrs. Dora Whitson will be will he held at 7:30.
held the odds on the debtor was
ter choir ,will furnish music for in charge.
determined to collect all he had
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
both services.
, Devotion and a sermon are set
A regular day of service will for the satisfying of the obligaThe ACE League commences at for 730 p m,
be held at the St. Jude Baptist tion. To many of us if we were
to look in the mirror we too would
church, Sunday.
William Davis will begin the day see a Shylock who was bent on
with conduction of Sunday school collecting all that we can with no,
at 9:15 a.m. The assistant pastor, concern for the feelings of othjust one of the millions of happy. healthy. babies
Rev. A. H. Charles, will officiate ers. I have heard it said on many I
occasions that oftimes we fly high
at 11 a.m.
raised on Pet Evaporated Milk
At 6:30 p.m.. the Baptist Train. but one day we wake up to find
ourselves back on the ground.
ing Union will be held,
Sometimes we need all of those
The monthly musical will be held
about us to bring a little joy of the
at 8 p.m.
Rev. W. H. Mosby is the pas- bleakness that life has showered
upon us. Sometimes we will need
tor
I someone to lead us out of the darkFIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
August has been designated as ness that has surrounded us. Some- •
Young People's Month at F ir st times we will need someone to
Baptist Chelsea. The youths wSll make the balance of our days hapbe in charge of all activities for py and comfortable but such will
the month. The last Sunday in the be warranted only if we somemonth will be in charge of all where down the line have shown
activities for the month. The last mercy and tenderness for those
Sunday in the month will he who have happened our way.
Blessed are the merciful, the'
Young People's Day. Miss Alberta
concerned the considerate f o r
L. Turner is chairman.
Service at the house of worship. they shall in the same measure
I receive just that.
Sunday. will be regular.
The State Youth S'ongress convened at Clayborne Temple AME
New York state raises more dochurch this past Wednesday. Delemestic
ducks than any of the othgates throughout the state are exstates.
pected to attend. The united choirs er
of the AME churches will sing.
Res. W. L. Bell is the host pasJACQUELINE DAVIS-1 Year
tor.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Davis
785 Castle Place, Memphis, Tenn.
TOASTERS _ LAMPS

."
Pet Milk Baby of the Week"

ed a continuous eight-hour session
here with a statement that they
are willing to "recognize the prob.
lems and political necessities of
other states" iind asked that the
CLAIM MOTORBOAT RECORD
South's problems also be recognizST. LOUIS — (INS) — Byron ed by other regions.
Pool and Lonnie J. Kirkpatrick,
The Southern declaration, which
both of Carmi, 111., Monday claim- has been
termed "conciliatory,"
ed a new motorboat speed record said
the South intends to remain
by completing a trip from New loyal
to the party. and its goal is
Orleans to St. Louis in 47 hours to defeat
what was described as
and 14 minutes.
the "inept, big business RepubliThe Mississippi river trip was can administr
ation."
regarded as a new record for
The carefully prepared statemotorboats of no more than 100 ment said:
horsepower capacity piloted by
"The Southern states are united
two men.
! as never before in their own in-

Adlai Stevenson supporters—Sen.
John J. Sparkman of Alabama,

terest, and in the interest of the
party and of the nation.
"With mutual understanding, the
National Democratic Convention
can write a platform acceptable to
the South and to the nation."
The statement was the second
such proclamation in less than
three weeks. A similar declaration was made July 14 by Democratic party chairmen from seven
southern
N
utheAui
w rnsto
au
tev
s.
At that time the chairmen said
they "do not favor any bolts, walkouts or third parties."
The larger group selected two

aMnidssiC
rsip
v,f)ij—
amaess cP
ti.a i rCrn
oleenmo
a thoo
f
of
committees to keep the Southern
delegates ia touch with each ether
during the conventinon which
begins Aug. 13, and during the
platform -drafting sessions.
The Southern representative*
were from South Carolina, Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Tennessee. Mississippi,
Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas and
Texas.

J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Union A
Setting Memphis $0 Years
JA. 6-0341

CASH FOOD STORES
Yes Madam,
It's kinda nice and calm down
on the Bluff since the weather
and politics have cooled down.
Dad is happiest of all the family.
He is craving a little more of
that personal touch that only
mother can give, especially to his
meals. The small fry will be missing his extras desserts, watermelon, ice cream that he has so

lavishly been served. So much for
that.
Morning, noon or night nothing
stimulates the lagging hot weather appetite quite so quickly and
effectively as some chilled fresh
fruit. Have it freshly prepared and
cold and let each one add sugar,
salt or a squeeze of lemon or lime
juice to suit his own individual
taste.

RICHTEX
SHORTENING
3 Lb. Can

59c

GET NEW
QUALITY
STAMPS
CATALOG
AT
BIG STAR
STORE
FRUIT CUP

Almost any combination of
fruits, fresh or canned or both,
makes a delicious fruit cup. Here
are some suggested combinations.
I. Bannas, seedless white grapes,
dice peeled oranges.
2. Bananas, sliced fresh peaches3. Strawberries fresh pineapples, bananas.
4. Honey Dew melon
balls,
grapes, fresh pineapples cubes,
peaches.
5. Fresh plums, blueberries,
dice raw apples.

JANA C. PORTER
6. Fresh peaches, raspberries
7. Oranges, bananas. apples.
When canned fruit is used, a
little lemon juice added to the
juice gives a pleasing tartness.
These combinations are made
more delicious when served in
tart shells made with Jack Sprott
enriched wheat flour and topped
with whip cream. Jack Sprat enriched flour makes it fluffy, crisp
and taste just right.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

SAVE
DOUBLE
AT

BIG STAR

YOUR CATALOG

or

• LOW PRICES
Plus
• QUALITY STAMPS

4111111•1111111111h.
IRONS REPAIRED

Another winner of the official -Fel Milk Baby of
the Week- Certificate! The proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.

More of America's happy, heaithy babies are raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
ENTER YOUR BABY PHOTO TODAY'
II your borby he, boun lid Pet uoporotod 10,1,1, ens
lilt then 3 ye•rs el giro till in 111., 000000 end

ii

send

loot° to

P41 MU COMPANY, 1590 Arcade Skill., Si.lou,s 1, Mo.
1ASY'S

NANIF

AGI

—

onord

Anal.

LOOK FCar: THE

Ns

MA Co

There is a reason why people
lik• to do business with us It
Is our prompt, friendly
service,
courteous treatment and desire
help you.

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

YOUR ADDIIISS
-"NUMMI

wowty el

- FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
Closed all day Saturday

YOUR NAME

044,011. t..(6,0.4

LO
AN
S
AUTOS

wi,e•• daft ra>

MT
PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK

IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENPER—LVERY WEEK.

1 52 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Horne Owned Home Operated

VACUUM
FANS

-

CLEANERS

PERCOLATORS

%al
ALSO-REBUILT

VACUUM $
CLEANERS

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
Open Sitqhfs
Free &Acing I
1111111111.1111111111111,
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MC STAR is happy to help young boys and girls Improve
their
tairrils, These ho's and girls appeared on a recent Rig Star
Food Stores Show over powerful 50.000 watt WDIA at 11:30 each
Saturday morning. Kneeling: Patricia Thomas, Gloria J. Worthy,
1,innie Lee, William Snowden. Bettie Jean Rankine and Margaret

Ranking. Seroncl row left to right: Estelle
Ford, Deborah A. ions"
May H. Simmons, Willie L. Harris, Marie
Austin. Third row left I
right: Leory Jenkins, Louis Jones. Charles
Powell and Hobbit
Jones. If you would like to appear on a
future Rig Star Show
just contact wnin and arrange for an audition
try•out.

•

Fisk Singers Going Abroad
8-Week Tour
Of Europe
Announced

ill

NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Fisk university's famed Jubilee. Singers
will set sail next month for an
eight-week goodwill concert tour
of western Europe, it was revealed here by Dr Charles S. Johnson, Fisk president.
This will be the second European tour made by the full complement of Fisk Jubilee Singers
since 1873. when the original group
of ex-slaves and freedmen captivated the concert-going public and
crown heads of the continent with
their rendition of the Negro -spiritual.
Besides introducing the spiritual
to the musical world, this original
group is noted for having raised
the funds to erect the first permanent educational structure for
Negroes in the world. Named in
their honor, Jubilee Hall is a landmark of the Fisk campus.
The contemporary singers a r c
related to the group organized in
1871 by an unbroken line of succession. Their director since 1949
has been the noted author - arranger- composer, John W. Work,
whose father sang with the Jubilee
Singers as a student at Fisk
and directed the group from 1898
to 1916.
Dr. Johnson stated that t h e
singers, now numbering seventeen,
will leave the Nashville campus
about Sept. 15. Thirty-seven concerts have been scheduled in England, France, Italy and Spain, as
well as several radio performances. If time permits, they will also
appear in the Scandinavian countries.

•

Name Writer
Consultant To
Lincoln Staff

•
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY. Pa. _
The appointment of Dr. Benjamin
Schwartz, chief consultant to the
Orientalia Division of the Library
of Congress. a,.; associate professor of classical languages on the
faculty of Lincoln university,was
announced by President Horace
Mann Bond.
Another appointment is that of

•
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Va. Baptist Body Blasts
Clerk Who Hit Integration

Contest On
For Newsies
In Arkansas

ROANOKE, Va. — The Baptist sure after 15 outraged Negro citi-I the censure against Rev.
Ministers' Conference here I a s t1 zens appealed to the conference' der, a Baptist minister, because
week blasted Rev. F. E. Alexan- 1 about Rev. Alexander's articles. , they want it known that he is not
_•
Action was taken at the Hill expressing ineir views.
der, editor oi the Roanoke TriStreet
Baptist church here Rev.1 CALLED PROPAGANDA
articles
newspaper
bone. for his
S. T. Stone, conference president,' The resolution against the ediagainst racial integration.
censaid the ministers' group endorsed tor-minister said, in part:
the
adopted
conference
The
A meeting was held with the
"Rev. Alexander's articles are
newsboys of Marion and West
reprinted in white papers which
Memphis, Ark., on Friday, Aug.
, are read throu shout the country
3, with James H. Purdy, jr.. ason the belief that Negroes in Rosistant to Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, Tri'
s ,
1•
anoke favor second class calmState Defender circulation menag- •
—
cr, presiding.
shi
"
"These
)
articles are propagandi
After the boys were served reto give to the forces of reaction,
freshments. Mr. Purdy spoke on
ammunition to use against the as"How To Sell Newspapers'' and
pirations of our people to climb
"The Conduct of a Newsboy" and
there
thought
he
said
farm.
BELLE GLADE. Fla. -- (INS) ! the
out
of the rut of 'second-class cit.announced that the Arkansas
— Twentv-nine Negroes. ringlead- "would be no trouble from the - .1 • .'
Newsboys Contest opened with the
prisoners.
all
Nemen."
Some
31
at
the
Belle
hunger strike
The Negro leaders who
requestw
August 4 issue of the Tri-State ers of a
Glade prison farm, have been groes, had begun the hunger strike edI the
t
censure
AlDefender and would close on Sept.
placed in solitary confinement at noon Friday
Mildred Jones, Cheney? Hay15 with eight valuable prizes being
as Ohio Republicans swing inIKE'S THEIR CHOICE — A
Florida state highway patrolmen exander declared in part:
going without food for two
after
awarded to the newsboys st• h o
'This period of our history is
den, Lois Page, Lethia Kemp,
to high gear for the 1954 Presibevy of beautiful girls wearand otherlaw enforcement officers
show the greatest increase over days.
tense in the field of race
Mary Margaret Jones and
very
dential campaign. From left;
ing specially designed "Ike"
which
C. M. Greene. superintendent of !had been sent to the farm.
!their present base.
Maybelle Alston.
Beverly Cook, Hazel Bailey,
dresses highlighted Frontiers
is located on the shores ot Lake relations. It is with regret that
' The meetings were very well atconvention in Columbus, Ohio,
Okeechobee. to guard against pos- there are those who are inclined
tended and the boys show great
to deny ha their fellow men the
sible rioting.
interest. The prizes that will be
On May 17, one convict st as kill- dignity of the individual and his
awarded are binoculars, table ten•
•
ed and 1 1 others injured in a riot human rights.
nis set, baseball glove. chemis.
"The editor of the Roanoke Triat the Raiford State prison. That
try set, inoney changer, walkie
uprising was started on prisoners' bune has in recent weeks publishtalkie set, printing press set and
complaints they
. were being serv- I ed editorials that show his belief
! a baseball.
, that he feels it is advisable to
steady diet of beans.
a
! All newsboys living in Arkansas
condemn actions of a federal judge
The
ended
hunger
strike
late
BURNET, Texas—A Texas state, are urged to enter this contest
in rendering a decision that is a
was
in
protest
Saturday.
also
It
It's open only to newsboys living official has declared that Chrismenu. landmark in the battle for human
bean
tianity can solve the nation's race over an alleged
in Arkansas
superinietident Greene said the rights."
problems.
WASHINGTON — The White, in the performance of government I
prisoners ',:ere still "abit unruly." The citizens also declared that
Secretary
of
State
Tom
House announced last week that ' contracts."
Reavley,i.tid added "things have quieted the majority of the Negroes in
told the Burnet Community Broth- , down.the President's Committee on GovHoward was born AA. 10, 1921.1 GREENSBORO. N. C. — The
Virginia want it known that as
erhood that "if Southern \vhiteit
ernment Contracts has appointed in Evanston, Ill He is the son of , inauguration of Warmoth T. Gibbs
God fearing people, they a r e
as
president
of
A.
and
T.
college.
insist
upon
perpetual,
enforced!
John Addison Howard as its ex- Hubert E. Howard, prominent
amazed that as Christian leader
here, has been set for FL iday,
second class citizenship for Ne•
midwest coal operator and former
ecutive vice chairman.
! would write items favoring second.
Nov.
9.
will
groes,
courts
be
pushed
to
Vice President Richard Nixon is chairman, successively, of t h e Gibbs, fourth president of the
class citizenship.
; more extreme measures to enforce;
chairman of the committee, and Personnel Policy board and the college, assumed the position last
'
At one point during the discus\•onstitutional
guarantees of duel
Secretary of Labor James P. Mit- Munitions board of the Depart- December following the death of
sion about Rev. Alexander, there
process and equal protection."
ment of Defense.
NEW YORK — (ANP) —
chell is vice chairman.
Dr. F. D. Bluford, who headed
was a move te take away his privBurnet, a native of East Texas,l
He attended Princeton universi- the institution for more than 80 cepting of Negro girls for initia- told his audience:
The committee, established by
lieges as a Baptist minister. How!
tionme
as week for
President Eisenhower in August, ty from 1939 until 1942, when he years
! ever. Rev. Stone expressed the
"You can brag all you want to
His emergency appointment was withdrawal of the charters of so- about how far we have come since
opinion that that would be going
1953, is charged with the elimi- entered the Army. After military
rorities
at
Tufts university, Meda little too far in the situation.
nation of discrimination because service, he graduated with high- confirmed with election to the po1865 or 1935, but I say at this
ford, Wass., and Cornell univer;point we are a long time late. The
of race, religion or national on- , est honors trom the school of ed- sition at a meeting of the trustee sity,
.
Rev. Alexander who is pastor
Ithica, N. Y.
'Negro man does not like this and.
gin, in work done under govern- 1 ucation of Northwestern universi- board held last January. He had
! of First Baptist church, Buchanan,
The national council of Sigma i do not blame him for not liking'
served at the college, both as
ty, Evanston, in 1947.
ment contract.
present at the hearing, He
uistructor and dean of the School Kappa took the action.
his
master's
dereceived
w" explained that -she is for
He
appointment,'
announcing
the
later
In
, of Education and Science for more
It was believed to be the first "How foolish we look workingl
, moderate, gradual integration. "I
James C. Hagerty, President Eis- gree in counseling and guidance than a
quarter century.
time Negro students have been ; ourselves into a lather about the
do not want any force," he said.
enhower's press secretary, said: at Northwestern two years later.
Other
young
Ne•
qualified
presidents
attendance
of
a
who had pre- pledged by a white national colSilver Star,
The protesting citizens termed
"Howard will serve as an ex-1 He was awarded the
ero student in the graduate school
Cluster, and Purple ceded Gibbs, included .lames 0. lege sorority.
I
with
Oak
Leaf
Alexander's actions as an
Rev.
subcom-i
the
all
officio member of
Crosby, 2892-1896 Dr. James B.
of a state institution. How foolish
"unfortunate battle against t h e
11 coordinate the! Heart, with Oak Leaf Cluster while Dudley, 1896-1925, and Dr. Bluford,
d
•t
lengths to
such
v!hen
we
go
to
lin the Army. Ile was commission- ' 1925-1955.
march for human rights."
work of these committees concern-i
prevent a man with colored skin!
Blasts
Kills
1,000
battlefield.
the
on
discrim-l'ed
of
a
trom taking a front scat on
ed with the elimination
ADOLPHUS J. MILLER, associHoward joined the faculty of PaCALI. Columbia — More than a bus."
FEMALE HELP
ination wherever it may appear
thousand persons were killed in an
los Verdes college, Rolling Hills,
Declaring that the solution lies ate professor of Agricultural EnWANTED
.
Calif., as an instructor in Sepexplosion which rocked this South in religion, Reavley said "that gineering at 1'irgina State college, Women sew easy ready-cut Reuss
Robert Hellman, promising young I tember, 1947, became dean of stuAmerican city.
!alone will bring us to the time was awarded the doctorate de• coats home. Earn from $17.40 to
The tragedy occurred when three ! when there is no longer any rea- gree by Michigan State univer- $26.16 dozen. Write:
New York writer, as instructor in dents in 1949; vice president of
army trucks, loaded with dyna- son for having separate entrances sity. Dr. Miller is a native of
the college in 1950, and president
English.
ACCURATE STYLI
mite, exploded in a populated sec- to a building or even separate, Patterson, Ark. He came to VirFreeport, New York
tion of the city'.
ginia State in 1942
schools.''

Florida Convicts
On Hunger Strike

.Texas Official
Says Religion ,
1sRace Answer

Name Howard To New A &T
unit Prexy To Be
A
nstalled

Drop Sorority
In Race Issue

ugs ou
Negroes Who
Snub Bus Rear

PHILANDER SMITH
1868 COLLEGE.1936
Little Rock, Arkansas
"A College of Service and Distinction"
KIND:

A High-grade Christian College which serves all Denominations and Faiths.
Located in a growing Metropolitan Center with unusual cultural advantages, and
offering many part-time employment opportunities for students.

• RATING:

A Class "A" College. Accredited by the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools. Member, American Council on Education, Registered with the Board of Regents of the University of the State of New York. Member, National Council on Accrediting.

OFFERING: Emphasis upon "quality education" and personality development. Exercising the "Honor System" in matters of conduct. Providing an accelerated program for the student of exceptional abilities, and "extra help" for the student who
needs it through a Program of Special Services. Concentration upon Liberal Arts and
Pre-professional Training, offering majors in 20 Departments. Special emphasis on
Home Economics and training teachers for Elementary and Secondary Schools. Special curriculum for Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, YMCA and YWCA workers. Special curriculum for Pre-Dentistry, Pre-Engineering, Pre-Graduate, Pre-Law, Pre-Medicine,
Pre-Nursing, Pre-Pharmacy, Pre-Social Work, and Pre-Theological training. New feature is a Lectureship in Biblical Theology, open to everyone at a nominal fee of $5.00
per Semester.
Persons who enroll at Philander Smith College enjoy
ADVANTAGES. ing
advantages:

the follow-

• They attend a College of Personality with a Rich Heritage.
• They attend a College that is Experimental, with a vital and rigorous Educetion Program.
• They attend a College where tuition and fees may be paid on a "New Installment Plan."
REGISTRATION FOR FRESHMEN, 10:00 A. M., SATURDAY, SEPT. 1
REGISTRATION FOR ALL STUDENTS, 11:00 A. M., TUESDAY, SEPT. 4

For Information, Write the Registrar, or
call FRank lin 5-6422

I

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. _ The local police last week refused to
protect a Negro couple and their
four children from a mob of young
thugs who ran them off a bus because they refused to sit in the
'rear of the vehicle.
The J. R. Ross family, of 2125
Major ave., also has accused the
driver of the bus, W. R. Tillery,
of summoning the gang to intimidate them and then telling them,
"You can read."
(The Knoxville Transit Lines
have not removed their segregation signsl
Mrs. Ross explained that her
family boarded the vehicle at Keith. Schofield and Western ayes.,
with the children getting on first
and taking seats about half way
in the bus. She and her husband
sat immediately behind them.
When the bus arrived at Alexander Park, the driver (Tillery),
she said, stopped and called out
to a group of loiterers:
"All right boys, I need some
help. Get aboard."
Eight youths, ranging in age
from 16 to 20 got on and took
seats in the back of the bus. Mrs.
Ross added, and immediately began making loud remarks about
who was to ride in the rear seats.
The youths did not pay any
fares, it was stated, and when the
loud remarks failed to draw any
comments from the Negro passengers, the gang got up and ordered the Ross family to get up and
sit in the back of the bus.
At that point, Ross appealed to
the driver who made his remark
about the racial signs.
Fearful that his children would
be injured, Ross took his family
off the bus at the next stop and
called the police to handle the
mob. Police quickly informed them
there was nothing they could do.
Mrs. Ross later attempted to
get KTL authorities to take action, but was unable to speak with
anyone in authority at the line.
A local newspaper also wa.3
unsuccessful in getting the lines
to make a statement in regard to
bus policy.
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LANE COLLEGE

Jackson, Tennessee
"A SYMBOL OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION"

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
An "A" grade Liberal Arts College, accredited
by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, offering training in Biology,
Chemistry, Elementary and Secondary Educa-

in 1951.
One brother, Hubert E. Howard,
jr., is vice president of the Shasta
Coal co., Chicago, and another,
Charles N. Howard, is president
of Trulite Corp., Ceredo, W. Va.
Howard is married and has an
eight-month-old daughter.
Until his appointment to the
President's Committee on Government Contracts, Howard made his
home in Portuguese Bend, Calif.

tion, Home Economics, Art, Mathematics, Physics, Modern Languages, Music, Religious Education, Social Sciences, Health and Physical
Education, Commerce, English.

Through Scholarship, Christian Ideals,
Attention To Individual Needs

FALL CALENDAR

Sing In Festival
ELMIRA, N. Y. — (ANP)—Miss
Eva Jessye and her choir appeared at the Corning Glass Centre
here last week in a summer music festival.

1956

Sept. 6-9
Sept. 10-13
Sept. 14-15
Sept. 17

Faculty Seminar
Freshman Orientation and Registration
Registration for Upper Classmen
Classes Begin

FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS AND EXPENSES, WRITE
THE REGISTRAR
Lane College, Jackson, Tennessee
C. A. Kirkendoll, President

11
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On Sale By
Mail, Also
In Jackson
President C. A. Kirkendoll has
announced that an album of recordings by the Lane college choir
has been released. This album of
10 selections under the capable direction of Dr. Mitchell B. Southall ia in... commemorationof the
Diamond Jubilee of Lane college.
Dr. Southall, is head of the music department, a composer, and
a graduate of Langston university
and Iowa State university.
The SO-voice choir, just returning from a triumphant touring
season, is composed of students
representing eight states. Student
4
soloists are Pauline Murray of
Jackson, Tenn., coloratura sopraTHE ALBUM
no; Gloria Hentrel of Memphis,
mezzo soprano; and William Penn
of Humboldt, Tenn.
These albums may be puchased
by mail or in person at the College Book Store. They are also
available at all music stores in
Jackson, Tenn. where records are
sold.
The selections rendered are as
follows:
Lead Kindly Light
Purday
The Ninety-fifth Psalm
Kirk
0 Bone Jesus
Palestrina
Side II
While his teenage tep-tlaug,
,liter hovered between life
Sometimes I Feel Like A Mothand death at Kings County hospital, a 70-ear-old Brookerless Child
Arr. by Southall
lynite who allegedly shot her during a dispute over atAM Ma-amen
Binder
tending a dance, was arraigned and held in bail in BrookSide III
Ava Maria
Victoria lyn Felony court Monday morning.
I Was Sinkin Down
The accused. Ricardo Gonzales!
Johnson
of 341 Kings, Third Walk, Brook- said, after his step-daughter,
Side IV
Maria Gonzales, 19, declared she
Ole Moses Put Pharaoah In
His lyn, threatened to "kill everyPlace
Arr. by Ringwald body," Sunday night,' neiabors, would defy his order not to attend a neighborhood dance. He
There's No Hiding Place Down
capped the order by pumping two
There
Arr. by Southall
Fair Lane (Alma Mater)
bullets into the neck and shoulders
Smith
of the girl.
Berry Arr. by Southall
DEAF-MUTE WIFE
Neighbors, eavesdropping on the
31111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811
heated family dispute, and hearing the shots, summoned police.
Ricardo's deaf-mute wife, also
NEW YORK — (AN?) —James named Maria was holding t h e
Edward Jackson, jr., holder of a woundea girl in her arms when
doctor's degree from Howard uni- , patrolmen Raymond Hagen and
T w o exercusion trains will
versity, was one of the six second- Fred King of the 77th precinct ararrive in Chicago Sunday
string Communist leaders convict- rived, They called an ambulance
morning,
August 12, with hunphoto right, Dr. J. E. Walker,
ed last Tuesday in the Federal - for young Maria. and arrested her
dreds of baseball fans who
Court in New York City.
a J. T. 11'alker supporter,
will attend the 23rd annual
The sextet were charged with steGpOdnaza
dies was arraigned before
hands out literature at 25-1.
East-West game in Comiskey conspiracy charges under
t h e magistrate Ludwig Glowa Monday
p a r k, according to an an(Newson Photos)
Smith Act.
morning, and held in $1500 bail for
nouncement made this week by
Judge Alexander Bicks set Sept. , a hearing Aug, 14.
Dr. J. B. Martin, president of
17 for sentencing. The maximum
the Negro American
penalty is five years in prison I
league.
Martin had just received
and $10,000 fine each. It is exlong distance telephone caNs pected that applications for bail
from both cities in which he
pending an appeal will be made
was told about the excursions. at that time. All are meanwhile
Roy Wilkins, executive head of
free under their own bail, Jack- the NAACP was guest on
"Meet
111111111 11f1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 son's being $20,000.
The Press" Sunday, over NBC-TV.

Step-Dad Shoots
Brooklyn 6k1

•••

Two Excursions To
Bring Fans To 23rd
East-West Classic

Ask End Of Bias In Legion Unit
NEW YORK — (AN?) — An . Nicholas E.
Lanese of Brooklyn.
overwhelming demand that the 401 now head of the New York 40 &8,
& 8, fun making subsidiary of said the whole question of racial
the American Legion, drop its , discrimination is up to the Nation--- al American Legion Convention."
'*white only" clause was made last
The 40 & 8 will meet in Inweek at the convention of the New, dianapolis a
few weeks after the
York State Department of the Le- national Legion Conventi
on in Los
gion in Rochester.
' Angeles early in September.

WHEN THEY VOTED on
Thursday morning neither Lt.
George W. Lee, left, candidate
for the Republican state Committee, nor James T. Walker,
center, candidate in the Democratic primary for the legislature, knew how the vote would
go. Lt. Lee, who topped the
Republican ticket, is see n
leaving the polling place in
25-1 after casting his vote. Mr.
Walker leaves voting place for
Precinct 22 after voting. He

IF ONLY MONEY COULD TALK
IT WOULD SURELY SAY:
"RIDE THE BUS!"
AS THE DOLLAR VALUE CONTINUES TO DECREASE,
IT WOULD SEEM THE GREAT AMERICAN PUBLIC
WOULD REVERT TO SOME OF THE THRIFTINESS OF
THEIR ANCESTORS.

BUT THEY DON'T!
CONVENIENCES AND FOOLISH IDEAS OF INDEPENDENCE SEEM MORE IMPORTANT TO THEM THAN
DOLLARS AND COMMON SENSE.

SAVINGS RANGING FROM '200 TO
9,000 ANNUALLY ARE WITHIN
GRASP OF MANY MEMPH1ANS AND
SHELBY COUNTIANS - THE SIMPLE
PRACTICE OF TAKING A BUS, RATHER THAN THE FAMILY AUTO,
FOR DAILY TRIPS TO WORK OR
SHOPPING IS ONE ANSWER TO A
FATTER PURSE!
IF THIS SOUNDS LIKE TRANSIT COMPANY PROPAGANDA, DO YOUR OWN FIGURING. ADD THE COST
OF INSURANCE, VEHICLE TAXES, GASOLINE, OIL,
PARKING OR PARKING TICKETS FROM FRIENDLY
COPS), TIRES, MAINTENANCE AND A HOST OF
OTHER EXPENSES — PLUS YOUR OWN PRICE ON
THE COST OF FRAYED NERVES. YOU'LL FIND THAT
A PERSON WITH ONLY 10-MILE DAILY ROUNDTRIP COULD SAVE $282.50 A YEAR BY RIDING
THE BUS!

THE MEMPHIS STREET
RAILWAY CO.

lost in the Democratic primary which was swept by the
Citizens for Progress sla t e
(one of their signs leans
against the polling place). In

Court Convicts
S.Ix Red Lead
ers

NAACP In New
Fight For Rights
WASHINGTON — We are pre- against the pdjournament motion
paring now to renew the civil' when they knew it would deal
rights drive in the 85th Congress a deadly blow for passage of the
bill.
and Mississippi is still exhibit
on why new law is needed, the
NAACP's Washington Bureau has
announced.
Clarence Mitchell, director of
the Bureau, who made the statement, charged that Sen. Lyndon
Johnson, majority leader, h a d
served as a transmission belt for
threats of legislative blackmail
A two-week fight for control of
against H. R, 627. the Civil Rights
the Murray Superior Products co.
Bill, which passed the House.
The majority leader, Mitchell ended last week when a special
said, stated on the floor that ac- meeting of the firm's stockholders
tion on civil lights would kill the named Mrs. Lillie P. Murray as
president,
Social Security Bill.
Mrs. Murray. 4614 S. Michigan,
In the cloakroom, Johnson
threatened that the President's Chicago, who with her husband
I founded the company, succeeds
Foreign Aid program would be
Charles Murray, jr., who has been
doomed if civil rights supporters
temporarily in charge of the Muron the Republican side dared to ray
operations.
push for H. R. 627.
I Informed sources say Murray
GOP SURRENDERS
will enter a sanitarium for a rest.
Republicans meekly surrendered Other officers elected are Wilto the Johnson threat, Mitchell ham Roache, vice president and
charged, but the major share of director of sales promotion; Wilblame must be borne by the Par- ham P. Brown, secretary; Mrs.
;v which controls the committees ' Ethel McGee, office manager;
Mrs. Bernice Murray, assistant
of Congress.
secretary and treasurer: Atty. EuIn this instance, he pointed out,
did L. Taylor, general counsel,
it is the Democratic Party.
' and Wilson Gallic, factory superThe Bureau Director praised
intendent.
Sens. Ilennings, Lehman, Bender,
The
company
manufactures
Ives. Langer and Douglas for their
beauty preparations.
action on July 24 ‘‘ hen they sought
to gain a parliamentary advanWords of the Wise
tage for civil rights by moving
for a temporary adjournment of
Everyone desires to Improve,
to succeed and to progress, and
the Senate that day.
the first step towards progress
It was incredible. Mitchell said,
comes from within.
to see ,liberal senators, v, ho have
—(R. Roy Keaton)
( hampioned civil rights at party
,!onventions and elsewhere, vote,

Murray Widow
Wins Control
Of Company

don't ju.st ask for bourbon...

eard On NBC

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
Has Them!
PLYMOUTH'S (Two Door)
START AT

11645
DESOTOS (Big
START AT

$2295
SEE CHARLES WASHBURN YOUR
COLORED SALES MANAGER
AT

ask for

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
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"Your Value Headquarters for 40 Years"
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Our Opinions
Dangerous Diplomacy
Last week, General Abdel Nasser, Prime
Minister of Egypt, seized the Suez Canal
and the cold war suddenly began to get a
ttle warmer. Nasser's bold act of defiance
'as precipitated by the move to put him
in a vise when Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles, abruptly told the Egyptian
Ambassador to the United States that we
were withdrawing our offer of aid to build
the Aswan Dam in Egypt. Great Britain
immediately followed suit and the angry
Nasser who has become the undisputed
leader of the Arab nations hit back with
a shuddering shock that left the world
gasping.
The experts in diplomacy who dreamed
up the holding operation on Nasser, never
anticipated that he would go this far and
now the State Department is nervously
finding itself with the hottest potato in its
hand since the outbreak of the Korean conflict.
The Suez is the vital link between Asia,
Europe, and Africa. Through its locks pass
yearly twice as much shipping tonnage as
the Panama Canal. France operates the
al by contract, but the principal stock
it is held by Great Britain. Some months
ago, an agreement was signed between
Egypt and England, whereby British troops
were withdrawn from patrolling the Canal
and a gradual plan of passing of the control was worked out. Now, Great Britain
finds herself without a valuable source of
revenue and once more the Empire is slipping badly as a Colonial power.
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There were some in the South
who welcomed the Supreme
Court decision in 1954 outlawing racial segregation in public
schools end the decisions that
followed knocking over racial
barriers in other phases of life.
Among them was a Georgia
confidence man who saw in the
spotlighting of the racial issue
an opportunity to revive the Ku
Klux Klan for his own financial
benefit — and of course, to
maintain white supremacy.
After making arrangements
with a manufacturer to provide
him with all the badges he
might need — with a little proviso that he should have exclusive distribution rights and good
percentage of the sales, he began looking for a similar deal
with a manufacturer who could
provide the robes and hoods.
Among the many catalogues
he got was one from a company
in the mid-west that specialized
in making choir robes, surplices
and graduation gowns.
After several weeks of correspondence with the firm which
an agreement was worked out
satisfactory to both.
Armed with salesbooks for
robes and badges, he stirred up
his indignation "over this communistic assault upon states
rights and white supremacy"
and hit the road.
Ignorant whites flocked to his
meetings, attracted by his florid
and flattering oratory. The badges, robes and hoods moved in a
torrential stream.
His commissions on regalia,

together with joining fees were
so great that he abandoned plans
for a percentage of the nionthl
dues to be forwarded to his headquarters, and generously left
that annoying monthly pittance
to whatever bigot he placed in
charge of the newly formed
group.
The more bate he spewed, the
more the money rowed in and
the greater his invitations to organize KKK groups in other
small towns.
But after about a ,ear, en•
thusiasrn for the KKK began to
wane. He found it more and
more difficult to organize and
to induce the ignorant southern
whites to plank down their money for regalia and initation fees.
Unaccustomed to arduous labor, he finally decided he had
milked all he could from his
hate campaign. an quietly retired to a life of idle living and
free spending.
His travels carried him one
day to the town he knew well
by correspondence, for it was
here that the company was located that had provided him
with the thousands of hoods and
gowns he had foisted upon his
unenlightened followers.
It might be a good idea, he
thought, to meet in person the
regalia maker with whom he had
such pleasant and profitable
business relationship.
Stepping out of a cab, he
strode Into the plant, and, to his
surprise, found It manned from
top to bottom by Negroes, including the boss.

Much is being made in the press of the
so-called arrogance of Nasser and his attempt to blackmail the United States and
Great Britain into building the great dam
at his price and term's. The strategy of the
State Department was to call Nasser's bluff
of threatening to accept Soviet aid and thus
to cut his soaring prestige and power and
topple him as a leader.
Nasser has proved both an able and
wily player in the chess game of diplomacy
in which he has managed to outmaneuver
and outthink the striped pants department.
Since Bandung last year, his stature has
steadily grown. Moreover, he has not made
the mistake common to most dictators of
ruthlessly seizing power and permitting corruption to flourish through a spoils system.
Instead, Nasser has insisted on honesty in
government and has set an example by living plainly and frugally himself. His position is therefore well secured with the
people. It will be very hard to unseat him.
What to do about him now is a problem
that has diplomats scurrying from the capitals of the great Western powers and cab'es burning from Cairo to London and
Paris and Washington. Looks like there
will have to be a decided shift in our foreign policy to avoid a shooting war.
The worst thing that could happen in
an election year is to have a call to arms. Who wants to give up a Tater? things of life, they are seasoned.
Why not invite General Nasser to Wash- There is a slang expression in You must use them or preserve
The
ington for some talks? We don't necessarily the South, "lie has a Tater." By them while they are with you. preto
also
them
use
to
best
way
have to lose face by soothing the Egyp- this expression is meant that a
serve them is to share them. Shartian's hot temper.
person has it sweet and easy. ing not only is the best use of the

The word tater, Afro - American, sweet and easy, but it is the onlpotato. A potato is full of sugar. way to multiply them. One of ''e
It is easily grown and is easily greatest handicaps to hUMP"'y too share
cooked.
day is its unwillingness'
and anything except the ,der things
sweet
the
idea,
Tater
The
to
has
withthreatened
Union
The
Africa.
the
Gold
Coast
in
elections
The free
approach is one of man's of life. The preac,....., the teacher,
just completed have assured the independ- draw when independence from the British easy weaknesses.
Joctor, the butchThose who have
great
ence which the British have delayed for so Commonwealth is given the Gold Coast. the tater will put up a life and the lawyer, ti-,and the candlestick
ibal
the
er,
long, and a new nation of Ghana is about This will only serve to further isolate South death fight to keep from even maker
ooking for a tater for
to be born. Kwame Nkrumah, the Ameri- Africa from the civilized world and bring sharing the tater with others to keepf.or themselves only. Nobody
can - educated Prime Minister, won easily to a head the growing restlessness of the say nothing of giving up the tater is auskuig about the rest, only
to others.
In the balloting, thus re-affirming his pop- native population.
GOING AWAY
A year ago, Jacon Javits of New York, Something sweet is the thlr•
ularity with the people.
r. The writer of this column is
With independence, Ghana, as the coun- who was then a congressman and is now that most people want to,ohing leaving
for Hampton institute.
also sor
'try is to be known, will become a full-fledg- Attorney General of the state, introduced smell and taste, v'ant
seeand Va., to attend the annual meeting
they
what
easy
if!
ed state but will retain its membership in legislation hailing the coming independence feel. The sweet and, Asy present of the National Dental Association,
the British Commonwealth of Nations. This of the Gold Coast and Nigeria and calling the lines of least 4.aistance. They August 5 through 10. From there
perceived, to San Francisco, Calif., for the
means that foreign embassies will be es- for the U. S. to send a commission to the are mostly
temporary in their National Republican Convention as
tablished and Ambassadors must be sent. celebration of the new countries. No dates therefore,
at in- an alternate delegate then to Los
From the enthusiastic report of visitors have been fixed yet for either one, but we stay. -rey come like wind direcalso from different
Angeles to attend the National
it
well
to
think
ter-'s
and
the
remember
proposal
aboundto the land, there are opportunities
.uns.
Convention of the American Leing in the country and it offers a challenge be prepared to participate in the rejoicing The tweet and easy are pleas- gion
as a delegate. I will miss two
that
freedom
has
on
the do'
, ant to those who have them (2) issues of the paper, but will
triumphed
for investment and enterprise. But the best
thing is that this second African free na- continent.
and inviting to those who do not give you a brief resume of all
It also serves to point up tliP-tbsoles- enjoy them. The fact that t h e three (3) conventions upon my
tion offers a challenge and encouragement
to the millions of blacks still under the cence of the old standard tyr.• movies of sweet and easy are of a fleeting return in September.
African safaris with hin)tiv.6 and jibbering nature, those who have this tater
cruel yoke of colonial dominance.
natives with sr.cirs. It will be re- guard it jealously and desperate- 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
naked
Especially, does this make very precariAnything that is unstable and
ous the apartheid rule of the Boers in South freshing to have scree dignity for a change. ly.
anything that is rare comes high.
While this tater is sweet and easy,
It is also fleeting and expensive.
IT'S EXPENSIVE
The fear and anxiety of losing
it plus what one will put into efWATERFLOW, N. M. —(INS)
forts to retain it makes the tater
— An 81-year•old Indian named
cumstances. — Fr"1 L. Janes, for poor little old Joseph Jackson.
Onswers Critic
especially if he's colored. He expensive.
Chicago, Ill.
Tom Big Nose escaped serious
,• •
DEAR EDITOR: I agree with
doeon't realize that Catholics are The best way to get the most injury yesterday ...lien the horse
is
a
of
to
tater
out
use
benefits
Daniel E. Ellinsworth that huhaters of Negroes. They are giving
he was riding collided with a
man beings run the entire scale Minority Problems
their time and lives only in the it or prepare it to be preserved car.
from idiots to genius and from
DEIR ,..IYITOR: America has process of making money.—James in a container free from air
The horse was killed and the
circulation. This must be done in
blind honesty to professicrial j.i,e gre.atest documents of all na- Stewart, Chicago, Ill.
driver
of the car was injured.
taters.
for
the
season
Dec•••
thieves, but I have to disagree" tints and any people; the
So it is with the sweet and easy 111111111111111111111111111111111111W1111111111111111111111111111D
when he states that "by and Urge laration of Independence, the ConNeed To Vote
Negroes are an incompefent lot." stitution. Therein rests the suf- Stresses
has
In this extremely
Negro
Ole
Editor:
part
no
why
is
Dear
all.
reason
There
frage for
The
not advanced ia Oat every con- for division in citizenship. The al- important political year, domestic
ceivable qbst,sele has been used to legiance to our flat is the great- issues are more vital than at alblock his .-piogress. The Negro est quotation in the world. All that most any other period in the hiswants -to be treated like other any citizen can expect or desire tory of the nation.
Americans rather than be the vie- of the Constitution is human rights
Because a small section of the
tuft in a system with one stand- and civil liberties. — Jerry McAl- country stands ready to explode
ard for whites and a different one pin, Gadsen, Ala.
over a few judicial decisions and
•
•
for Negroes.
racial issues including the right
All Negroes do not have th e Hits Catholics
of Negroes to vote unmolested,
ability to win high positions and
and other civil rights, William J.
appreciate
would
I
honors anymore than all whites Dear Editor
Fitzpatrick, national grand master
this- message
could succeed under similar cir- it if you will print
of the A and A Scottish Rite Masons, national Supreme Council
jurisdiction, has written an open
letter to all major organizations
throughout the country urging
their leaders to see that their
members register and vote.
Mr. Fitzpatrick declared that
through their vote Negroes should
be able tb say who their public
officials will be. He pointed out
that voting is the only way to make
an impression on legislative bodies
and to make yoor wishes known.
He stressed the importance of
organization leaders personally
seeing to it that all members of
their group register and vote.
Robert A. Crump, Detroit

Dawn Of Independence

di

dically

Indian Saved By
A Nose In Auto,
Horse Collision

What The People Say

SO WHAT?

GLAMOR GIRLS

••

Banker Prejudiced

Ilwa. awl MR/gm rocnrxra
keep
1113114173 why I

our blinds drawn!"

DEAR EDITOR: I don't think
much of Banker Ellingsworth's
Christianity when he denies t he
fact that all men are created
equal in God's sight. Some people
of all races have high IQs, and
also there are some idiots, dumb,
slow and indolent in all races.
toes he think it Christian-like
to welcome our race to the bank
of which he is president, then say
that's as far as he cares to contact Negroes. — Mrs. L. Brown,
Chicago, 111.

"I don't mind your buyin' a new dress, but ... didn't
they have it in your size?"

to The NAACP Lego,
Detense-Educei.oncil Fund Inc
107 W 4114 Street
36.N"
New YOIII

Ayri..in The Brain

Simple: E
Can Causr

an Much Pain

and if you roll long enough, there's
"Where?" I asked.
why so ir ,.y peo"The reason
"In the back," said Simple, "the you reckon? And if Nehru and Nasand start
ple go crazy these
very last one. Why do you suppose ser and them colored peoples over
.es is because white folks put everything black bound to be a change in the dice.
talking- to themseh to worry about" in the back?"
Do you get me? Understand? I
they got too
"Aren't you used to that yet?" can hear between the words and
"Me for instance."
said Sin'-'•
read between the lines. And I wonare you worried about, I said.
"Even a map," said Simple, "if der if they think I'm simple, do
• .o?" I asked.
it'" of a black country — in the yonder is simple just because
"Egypt," said Simple.
"Egypt?" I said, "Why Egypt?" back! Just goes to prove that old they ain't English or French or
something or another light, as if
"Because them peoples are col- toast were not far wrong;
white always made right. There is
white
ored, too," said Simple.
If you're
going to be more and more white
"How do you know? Have you
You're right.
folks walking the streets talking to
ever been there?" I asked.
If you're yellow
themselves and going out of their
Simple.
said
spirit,"
in
"Only
You're mellow.
minds than there already is, if
"Egypt is near Ethiopia, so I
If you're brown,
they don't stop worrying about us
Stick around.
have been there in spirit. And I
colored folks all around the world
But black —
have seen them Egyptians' picfrom Harlem to South Carolina —
Get back
tures in 'Life' and some of them
where they even got the kiddie
me."
as
colored
map
put
as
the
folks
even
almost
"White
is
"Naturally, being in Africa," I of Africa in the back! And now Klansmen worrying — to the Sues
said, "there would be an infiltra- they want to take the man's canal Canal which they want to snatch
tion of black blood, even though from him. Colored folks can't get and put in their pocket. Evil will
Egypt is in the North. For thous- up in front and stay there no kind drive a man mad — which is why
cast it out myself. Charge it to •
ands of years. as far back as the of way. I often think of the time
dust and let the rain wash it
the
Pyramids, Nubians and Sudanese when:
away. If I was Nasser, I wouldn't:':
The black cat said
and other darker Africans have
even argue with them white folks - To the white cat,
mingled and married with the
— which it looks like he ain't. Once:
'Let's go round the town.'
Egyptians, Cleopatra was no
down South a cracker said to me, But the white cat said
doubt a brownskin."
'Can a Negra blush?' I did not "And fine, I know," said SimTo the black cat,
answer, so he repeated his self. ";,,,
'You better set your
ple. "Look at Nasser. He's about
'I say, can a Negra blush? Can
Black self down'
the color of Larry Doby or Newcombe."
"That's the way it i3 every time. he?'
"Judging from his pictures," I There is a lot of truth in them old I said, 'can a white man hush? .i.
said, "I'd take him definitely to toasts. But, daddy-o, I got a feel- His mouth flew open, so I repeating from listening at the news on ed myself, 'I say, can a white
be a colored man."
"He could not pass South of the radio these days that our white man hush?'
Washington," said Simple. "You folks is getting frantic, not just "And you know that old Dixie.;
know, I was looking in the geo- about Alabama and Mississippi, crat got so red in the face thatgraphy atlas today for a map but Egypt and India and Africa, he did what he was asking me if"
of Africa to see just where Egypt too, and that they are beginning I could do — blush. And all I•
was, and where do you reckon to think that maybe once ain't asked him was, couldn't he hush.:
they had the map of Africa?"
forever and two ain't always twice, He were talking too much."

Egyptian President, Gamal Ab- love for us, we are apt to kill Autherine Lucy's car surrounded:
del Nasser, who looks like Thur- you or threaten to do so anyway. by the mob with a man jumping..
good Marshall of the NAACP, does
We do not mean any serious up and down on its roof, apparent-not seem to understand that he harm, we are just stupid. Con- ly trying to break it in with his..
is supposed to take off his hat sider another aspect of our for- heels? — and all this purveyed:
when white folks like Foster Dulles eign policy, the American attitude to the world as an example ofenter the room. Mr. Nasser has toward racism. Here I would like what happens to a colored girtvery bad manners and he has just to refer to an article in the cur- who tries to get a higher educatold Mr. Dulles and his friends to rent issue of Harper's Magazine. tion in this country?
go to hell.
"That one photograph is worth"
It was written by the learned
Our offer of aid was abruptly George F. Kennan who got into more to the Communists than allwithdrawn from Mr. Nasser the the headlines several years ago as the lies they could invent in a
other day for all the western pow- a mysterious "Mr. X" who wrote decade. Who is poisoning, here,
ers decided the time had come a severely critical article about the wells of world opinion? The.
to put this Egyptian upstart in his our relations with Russia. Mr. Russians or ourselves? Both of us,
place. Russia also let it be known Kennan is writing on the same no doubt — we by inadvertence,
that it had no intention of fi- subject now. Here is one point he they by design; but we are doingnancing Mr. Nasser's dam over the makes:
our share."
Nile waters. For a hot minute it
All of this, of course, is an
vicious
the
of
appeared that Mr. Nasser was go- "We are all aware
old story with us. Our leaders have
pedexaggerations
and
distortions
ing to have to get on his knees
Communists through- had occasion to use this line in
and beg forgiveness for his rash dled by the
white Ameriout the world about the state of trying to persuade
behavior.
cans that their ow n self inand
country;
this
in
relations
race
Suddenly Mr. Nasser decided to
condone the terest demand that they treat us
help himself. He seized the Suez I have no desire to
that caus- as first class citizens. Perhaps
Canal in the name of Egypt and terrible irresponsibility
other this argument is having some efmislead
to
try
to
people
es
strengthened his ties with his own
we fect, at least upon the more recan
people. Now, of course, the west- men by such means. But
to sponsible leaders of government.
continuing
are
we
that
deny
ern powers are mad as hornets
It is a very practical line and it
small
no
in
fires
these
on
cil
and are determined to get rid of pour
very logical. The only thing
is
Mr. Nasser. They may succeed, way?
wrong is that people who are
but from where I sit, this hand"I do not mean to suggest that dominated by racial prejudice are
some Arab is going to be wry I think this problem susceptible of irrational and they quite eagerly
troublesome for a good while yet. any easy and quick solution here bite off their noses to spite their
Our brilliant Secretary of State, at home; nor do I mean to make faces.
Mr. Dulles, who has no difficulty light of the feelings involved on
For my money, Negroes should
with the Union of South Africa nor either side of the controversy.
regarded as first class citizens
he
with any power that maintains
"But what do we suppose is the because both God and the U, S.
can
colonialism,
premacy
white-su
effect on hundreds of millions of Constitution make it morally and
he depended upon to inflame the colored people in other lands of
legally right. If all the rest of
passions and hatred of all the the direct reports from this counthe world vanished in outer space,
the
all
Afro-Asian powers and
what goes on here in the we still would conduct our inof
try
Arabs in this current mess. He field of race relations?
ternal affairs with human decency.
will beat the brains out of anyadmit that this is asking a great
efthe
I
is
suppose
we
do
"What
one who does not grasp our hand
Is it too much?
deal.
of
of fellow ship. If you don•t profess feet of the news photograph
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Educators In County Urged People To Vote CP'

AN ESTIMATED 1100 persons
turned out at Barrett's Chapel
High school, of which P r o f.
Guy Hoffman is principal, for

-PEAKING FROM a rostrum
;th a Citizens for Progress
,acard placed where t h
,owd would have to see it, C.
Wells, principal of E. A.
Harrold High school, dramati.
catty asks: "Will I wake up
Friday and see that the pea.

STILL SPEAKING on his topic of "Rewards for Civic Ac.
tivity," Prof. Wells gestures in
making a point. At extreme
right is Prof. Guy Hoffman,
principal at Barrett's ChapeL
Although he posed along with

pie of this community lupe
kept true to their tradition?"
The record shows that voting
tradition to be one of straight.
slating for the administration,
this year the Citizens f o r
Progress group, which among
other things, came out for In.

other principals present 1 o r
the Defender on Wednesday
_night, he ordered a Defender
reporter out from under his
"private" tent Thursday where
he was giving "last instructions" to Negro voters and giv.

terposition by Tennessee..
4,
urged the people in the crowd:'
"Let's not get too big for the
pants we're wearing. The big
Bar-B-Que plugging the Citizens for Progress candidates
was held at Barrett's Chapel

the hi • annual pre • election
meeting, a big Bar-B Que and
speakers for Citizens for Pro.

gress. Effectiveness of t h

"educational" session resulted
In better than 600 votes for
CF candidates and 11 1 o r
James T. Walker, Negro can-

didate on the Democratic ticket. A Tr -State Defender poll
of 18 persons following the

Bar•E•Que sandwiches) found
just one person who wasn't
voting CP.

speeches (while they ate the

:1TIZENsVOTE
tor pR
OtiRtSS
TICKET

High. (Newson Photos)

fore they entered the back
door of the Masonic Hall to
cast their votes. Next to him
is Prof. R. J. Roddy, princi.
pal of Woodstock school, who
spoke on Citizenship Responsi-

•

4

bilities.

lug them CP voting cards beTO GET TICKETS for t h a
sandwiches, passed out by
two female teachers, the prospective CF voters had to pa-

FEW CITIZENS departed
without getting tickets for the
Bar-la-Qua. Although there
were mimeographed,programs
Mt the pre election meeting
Ike tickets were not specially

printed for the event. They

were green tickets which had
been printed asking 50c dona-

tions for the Barrett's Chapel
cafeteria project. Speakers
praised Prof. Hoffman for the
fine school, called him a
"great leader" responsible for

"all these things you have
.bere." They said Barrett's
Chapel was the first to get a
brick building. It is named for
Paul Barrett. wealthy white
qielhy countian and adminis•
tration supporter.

FOR THIS A VOTE was the
way it appeared the event
turned out. On the basis of
the returns from Thursday's
voting the sandwiches a n d

rade past a large placar d
showing names and pictures of

the door and tickets were pass.

all candidates on the CP tic.

slogan appeared top and bottom on the sign: Keep Mem.

ket. The sign was just inside

Cokes
along
talks,
every

proved big enough,
with the "educational"
to influerwe just about
voter who went to t h e

polls. The group, obviously

ed out at the door. The CF

etzdy to take the word of their
scMII principals on how they
should cast their ballots, listened attentatively and were in

phls and Shelby Countkviown

In Dixie. Back in Memphiz,
despite the fact there were no
Negro leaders publicy boosting the Cr cause, a number

a festive mood when II
came to eat and drink. Those
asked about how they were go-

ing to vote either spoke enthu•

of Negroes appeared at t hi
polls passing out CF literature, and some leaders susPest, they got a goodly number a Negro votes.

siastically about voting I o I •
Citizens for Progress or they ,(
were vague aboo: the whole
thing. (Newson Photos)

